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ON AUTOMORPHIC POINTS IN POLARIZED DEFORMATION RINGS
PATRICK B. ALLEN
Abstract. For a fixed mod p automorphic Galois representation, p-adic automorphic Galois repre-
sentations lifting it determine points in universal deformation space. In the case of modular forms and
under some technical conditions, Bo¨ckle showed that every component of deformation space contains
a smooth modular point, which then implies their Zariski density when coupled with the infinite fern
of Gouveˆa–Mazur. We generalize Bo¨ckle’s result to the context of polarized Galois representations
for CM fields, and to two dimensional Galois representations for totally real fields. More specifically,
under assumptions necessary to apply a small R = T theorem and an assumption on the local mod
p representation, we prove that every irreducible component of the universal polarized deformation
space contains an automorphic point. When combined with work of Chenevier, this implies new
results on the Zariski density of automorphic points in polarized deformation space in dimension
three.
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Introduction
Inspired by the p-adic deformation theory of modular forms, Mazur developed a deformation theory
for Galois representations that has played a central role in modern algebraic number theory. If the
fixed mod p Galois representation arises from a modular eigenform, the p-adic deformation theory of
its Hecke eigensystem can naturally be viewed as part of the p-adic deformation theory of the Galois
representation. A natural (but vague) question is: are these two deformation theories the same?
One way to make this precise is to ask whether or not the universal deformation ring for the mod p
Galois representation is isomorphic to an appropriate “big” p-adic Hecke algebra. Such a result is know
as a “big R = T” theorem, and implies that the theories of Galois representations and automorphic
forms are intimately connected even when one leaves the geometric world. This is further illustrated
by Emerton’s strategy for proving the Fontaine–Mazur conjecture, which is to start with a big R = T
theorem, and then identify the geometric locus inside deformation space with the classical modular
points [Eme11].
The theory of pseudo-representations often allows one to deduce the existence of a surjection from
a universal deformation ring Runiv to a big p-adic Hecke algebra T. In these situations, a big R = T
theorem follows from knowing that the classical automorphic points in SpecR are Zariski dense (at
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2 PATRICK B. ALLEN
least up to reduced quotients). The first such result was proved by Gouveˆa and Mazur [GM] in the
context of GL2 over Q, under the assumption that the universal deformation ring is formally smooth,
i.e. a power series over O, of the expected dimension. They constructed a sort-of fractal in the rigid
analytic generic fibre of SpecR that they called the infinite fern. The infinite fern shows that the
Zariski closure of the modular points has large dimension, and adding the assumption that Runiv is a
power series over O of the correct dimension implies the Zariski density.
Bo¨ckle improved on this [Bo¨c01] using a novel idea. He used explicit computations of local defor-
mation rings [Ram93, Bo¨c00] together with small R equals T theorems (of the type proved by Taylor
and Wiles) to show that every irreducible component of universal deformation space contains a smooth
modular point, under certain conditions on the residual representation. The smoothness of the point
allows one to deduce that the component has the correct dimension, then the infinite fern implies the
modular points are Zariski dense in that component.
In higher dimensions or for more general number fields, the situation is more subtle (see [CM09,
§1.1]), and the naive generalization of the Zariski density statement in the rigid analytic generic fibre
is false in general (see [Loe11] and [Cal12, §5]). However, if one restricts to polarized representations
of the Galois group of CM or totally real fields, then the situation is much more hopeful, and a
precise conjecture was made by Chenevier [Che11, Conjecture 1.15]. Chenevier [Che11] expanded and
refined the construction of Gouveˆa and Mazur to three dimensional Galois representations for CM
fields F in which p is totally split and to two dimensional Galois representations for totally real fields
F of even degree over Q in which p is totally split. Chenevier thus proves his conjecture, which is a
higher dimensional analogue of the Gouveˆa–Mazur conjecture, in these situations under the additional
assumption that the universal deformation ring is formally smooth of the correct dimension.
In this paper we give a new and more geometric interpretation of Bo¨ckle’s strategy, which affords
strong generalization. In principal, our methods apply any time the “numerical coincidence” discussed
in [CHT08, §1] holds. We focus on the case of polarized representations of Galois groups of CM fields
(in arbitrary dimension), and two dimensional representations of totally real fields. In order to state
some of our main results, we set up some notation.
Let F be a CM field with maximal totally real subfield F+. Let S be a finite set of finite places of
F+ containing all those that ramify in F , let FS be the maximal extension of F unramified outside of
the places above those in S, and set GF,S = Gal(FS/F ). Let E be a finite extension of Qp with ring
of integers O and residue field F. Assume we are given a continuous absolutely irreducible
ρ : GF,S −→ GLn(F)
such that ρc = ρ∨ ⊗ 1−n, where c ∈ GF+ is some choice of complex conjugation, ρc is the conjugate
representation given by ρc(γ) = ρ(cγc) for all γ ∈ GF,S , ρ∨ is the F-linear dual of ρ, and  is the mod
p cyclotomic character. Letting Runiv denote the universal deformation ring for ρ on the category of
complete Noetherian local O-algebras with residue field F, there is a quotient Rpol of Runiv that is
universal for deformations ρ such that ρc ∼= ρ∨⊗1−n (see §2.2). The Galois representations associated
to regular algebraic conjugate self dual cuspidal automorphic representations of GLn(AF ) that lift ρ
naturally yield Qp-points of SpecRpol.
Theorem A. Fix ι : Qp
∼−→ C. Assume p - 2n and that every place above p in F+ splits in F . Assume
there is a regular algebraic conjugate self dual cuspidal automorphic representation pi of GLn(AF ) such
that ρ⊗ Fp is isomorphic to the mod p Galois representation attached to pi and ι. Assume further:
(a) Either
– ρpi,ι|Gv is potentially diagonalizable for each v|p in F , or
– pi is ι-ordinary.
(b) ρ(GF (ζp)) is adequate and ζp /∈ F .
(c) For each v|p in F , there is no nonzero F[Gv]-equivariant map ρ|Gv → ρ|Gv (1).
Then for any irreducible component C of SpecRpol, there is a regular algebraic conjugate self dual
cuspidal automorphic representation whose associated Galois representation determines a Qp-point of
C.
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We refer the reader to Theorems 5.3.1 and 5.3.2 below for slightly more general and refined state-
ments, to §3 for the definition of a potentially diagonalizable representation, to §4 for a discussion of
regular algebraic polarizable cuspidal automorphic representations and their associated Galois repre-
sentations, and to Definition 5.2.2 for the definition of an adequate subgroup of GLn(F).
The characteristic zero points on universal polarized deformation rings arising from regular alge-
braic polarized cuspidal automorphic representation are known to be formally smooth in a great deal
of generality, see [All15, Theorem C] and [BHS15, Corollaire 4.13]. Combining this with our main
theorems and Chenevier’s infinite fern, we obtain new cases of Chenevier’s conjecture (Theorem 5.4.1
below):
Theorem B. Fix ι : Qp
∼−→ C. Assume that n = 3, and that p > 2. Assume there is a regular algebraic
conjugate self dual cuspidal automorphic representation pi of GL3(AF ) such that ρ is isomorphic to the
mod p Galois representation attached to pi and ι. Assume further:
(a) p is totally split in F .
(b) For each v|p in F , piv is unramified and ρpi,ι|Gv is potentially diagonalizable. If p = 3, then we
further assume that pi is ι-ordinary.
(c) ρ(GF (ζp)) is adequate and ζp /∈ F .
(d) For each v|p in F , there is no nonzero F[Gv]-equivariant map ρ|Gv → ρ|Gv (1).
Then, letting X denote the rigid analytic generic fibre of Spf Rpol, the set of points in X induced by
Galois representations associated to regular algebraic conjugate self dual cuspidal automorphic repre-
sentation of level prime to p is Zariski dense.
We refer the reader to §1.2 for an overview of the rigid analytic generic fibre. Along the way to
proving Theorem B we deduce nice ring theoretic properties for Rpol (Corollary 5.3.3 below). However,
using potentially automorphy theorems, we can prove these nice ring theoretic properties in many cases
without assuming residual automorphy. For example:
Theorem C. Assume that p > 2(n+ 1) and that every v|p in F+ splits in F . Assume further:
(a) ρ|GF (ζp) is absolutely irreducible.
(b) For each v|p, if we write the semisimplification of ρ|Gv as (ρ|Gv )ss = ⊕ρi with each ρi irre-
ducible, then ρi 6∼= ρj(1) for any i, j.
Then Rpol is an O-flat, reduced, complete intersection ring of dimension 1 + n(n+1)2 [F+ : Q].
We refer the reader to Theorem 5.3.4 for a more general statement (see Remark 5.3.5). This can
be seen as answering a polarized version of a question of Mazur [Maza, §1.10] in many cases.
We also prove similar theorems in the context of GL2 over a totally real field, Theorems 6.3.1
and 6.3.6 and Corollaries 6.3.4 and 6.3.5 below, and our results even yield new cases over Q (see
Remark 6.3.9).
Most of the assumptions in the above theorems, and in any of the main theorems below, are
used to invoke results in the literature. In particular, improvements in (small) R = T theorems
or improvements in the infinite fern would immediately yield improvements in Theorems A and B,
respectively. The only additional assumption imposed in this paper is the assumption that there are
no nonzero F[Gv]-equivariant maps ρ|Gv → ρ|Gv (1). This is used to guarantee that the universal lifting
rings of the local representations ρ|Gv are regular for each v|p. We explain how this is used below.
Strategy. As in Bo¨ckle’s work, we use a small R = T theorem to show that every irreducible compo-
nent of the universal deformation ring contains an automorphic point. Under appropriate assumptions,
including one that implies the universal local lifting ring at p is regular, Bo¨ckle shows that a suitable
locus (i.e. finite flat or ordinary) inside the universal local deformation space is cut out by the “right
number” of equations. In order to do this, he uses explicit computations of local deformation rings,
due to Ramakrishna [Ram93] in the finite flat case, and due to himself [Bo¨c00] in the ordinary case.
In arbitrary dimensions, the local Fontaine–Laffaille deformation rings are known to be power series
in the correct number of variables, so one could proceed as in [Bo¨c01]. However, explicitly computing
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ordinary deformation rings in arbitrary dimensions seems intractable (even dimension two is hard).
More importantly, in higher dimensions there are many types of mod p Galois representations that
have neither Fontaine–Laffaille nor ordinary lifts, so one would like a strategy that works for more
general local conditions.
The main idea of this paper is that using the finiteness of the universal global polarized deformation
ringRpol over the universal local lifting ringRloc at places dividing p (a principle the author first learned
from Frank Calegari’s blog Persiflage [Cal13], see also [AC14]) we can turn our problem into one of
intersections in SpecRloc. This has the effect of allowing us to weaken a global unobstructedness
assumption to a local unobstructedness assumption. More specifically, armed with a small R = T
theorem, we can deduce the existence of an automorphic point on any irreducible component C of
SpecRpol if we prove that the intersection of C and the generic fibre of our small deformation ring R
inside SpecRpol is nonempty. Using the finiteness of Rpol over Rloc, we first turn this into a problem
of an intersection in SpecRloc. Since Rloc is regular, we can use intersection theory in regular local
rings and the lower bound for dim C arising from Galois cohomology to prove that the intersection of
the image of C in SpecRloc with the appropriate fixed weight p-adic Hodge theoretic locus X loc has
dimension ≥ 1. One then uses the finiteness of Rpol over Rloc again to show there is a dimension 1
point on the intersection of C and our small deformation ring R. But the small R = T theorem implies
R is finite over Zp, hence this point must be in the generic fibre.
Let us make a few remarks. Firstly, it is crucial for our method that we know our small deformation
ring is finite over Zp. Hence, it is not just the automorphy of p-adic Galois representations that we
need, but the underlying R = T (or Rred = T) theorems.
Secondly, the author thinks it is interesting to compare the above with one heuristic justification
for the Fontaine–Mazur conjecture. Namely, since the conjectural dimension of SpecRpol[1/p] plus the
dimension of our fixed weight p-adic Hodge theoretic locus X loc in SpecRloc[1/p] equals the dimension
of SpecRloc[1/p] (in favourable situations), one might imagine they intersect at finitely many points,
and maybe even transversely. The assumption of residual automorphy guarantees that this intersection
is nonempty, and a small R = T theorem implies that this intersection is a finite set of points. The
main theorems in this article and their method of proof (under the appropriate assumptions) imply
that if SpecRpol[1/p] intersects X loc, then every irreducible component of SpecRpol[1/p] intersects
X loc.
Finally, since the argument above uses only the dimension of X loc and that a small R = T theorem
is known for the p-adic Hodge theoretic conditions defined by X loc, this allows us flexibility in the
choice of X loc, provided it is nonzero and has the correct dimension. For example, we can use this
to conclude existence of automorphic points on each irreducible component of SpecRpol whose local
representations at places dividing p have certain pre-prescribed local properties.
It is natural to wonder what happens when Rloc is not regular. We discuss an example in §6.4 that
illustrates the subtleties in this case. More specifically, we use an example of Serre to show that the
conclusion of our main lemma, Lemma 1.1.2, may not hold when Rloc is not regular. In particular, one
no longer has the flexibility in the choice of X loc as discussed above, and proving the main theorems
of this paper in this case seems to require a better understanding of the irreducible components of the
universal deformation rings in question.
Outline. In §1 we first recall a fact from intersection theory in regular local rings and prove our main
lemma. We then recall the rigid analytic generic fibre of a affine formal scheme, and gather some
facts regarding the relationship between the irreducible components of the generic fibre with those in
underlying affine scheme. In §2 we recall some basics in deformation theory, in particular presentations
and polarized deformation rings. We gather results from the literature on local deformation rings in
§3. In §4 we recall the notion of regular algebraic polarized cuspidal automorphic representations
and their associated Galois representations. In §5 we prove our main theorems for polarized Galois
representations of CM fields. We do this after first recalling the small R = T theorems that we use in
the proofs of our main theorems. Finally, §6 treats the case of GL2 over totally real fields.
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Notation and Conventions
We fix a prime p and an algebraic closure Qp of Qp. We let OQp and Fp denote the ring of integers
and residue field, respectively, of Q, and let mQp be the maximal ideal of OQp . Throughout E will
denote a finite extension of Qp inside Qp. We let O and F denote the ring of integers and residue field,
respectively, of E.
We denote the maximal ideal of a commutative local ring A by mA. We let CNLO be the category
of complete local commutative Noetherian O-algebras A such that the structure map O → A induces
an isomorphism F ∼−→ A/mA, and whose morphisms are local O-algebra morphisms. We will refer to
an object, resp. a morphism, in CNLO as a CNLO-algebra, resp. a CNLO-morphism.
Let R be a commutative ring equipped with a canonical map R → R, resp. Runiv → R, with R a
universal lifting ring, resp. Runiv a universal deformation ring (see §2). Then for any homomorphism
x : R → A, with A a commutative ring, we denote by ρx the pushforward of the universal lift, resp.
universal deformation, via R → R x−→ A, resp. via Runiv → R x−→ A.
Throughout F will denote a number field. A CM field is always assumed to be imaginary. If F is
CM, its maximal totally real subfield of will be denoted by F+, and δF/F+ will denote the nontrivial
{±1}-valued character of Gal(F/F+). We fix an algebraic closure F of F and set GF = Gal(F/F ).
We will assume that all finite extensions L/F are taken in F . If L/F is a finite Galois extension and
S is a finite set of finite places of F , we let LS denote the maximal extension of L that is unramified
outside of any of the places in L above those in S and the Archimedean places. Throughout ζp will
denote a primitive pth root of unity in F .
For a finite place v of F , we denote by Fv its completion at v, and OFv its ring of integers. We fix
an algebraic closure F v of Fv and let Gv = Gal(F v/Fv), and denote by Iv the inertia subgroup of Gv.
We will assume that all finite extensions of Fv are taken inside of F v. We let ArtFv : F
×
v ↪→ Gabv be
the Artin reciprocity map normalized so that uniformizers are sent to geometric Frobenius elements.
We denote the adeles of F by AF , and let ArtF : F×\A×F → GabF be ArtF =
∏
v ArtFv .
Let Zn+ be the set of tuples of integers (λ1, . . . , λn) such that λ1 ≥ · · · ≥ λn. For any v|p in F , we
write Hom(Fv,Qp) for the set of continuous field embeddings Fv ↪→ Qp. If σ ∈ Hom(Fv,Qp), we again
write σ for the induced embedding F ↪→ Qp. Conversely, given a field embedding σ : F ↪→ Qp, we
again write σ for the continuous embedding Fv ↪→ Qp induced by σ. If we are given an isomorphism
ι : Qp
∼−→ Ω of fields, and σ : K ↪→ Qp is an embedding of fields, we write ισ for ι ◦ σ. If r : G →
AutQp(V ) is a representation of a group G on a Qp-vector space V , then we will denote by ιr the
representation of G on the Ω-vector space V ⊗L,ι Ω.
If χ : F×\A×F → C× is a continuous character whose restriction to the connected component of
(F ⊗ R)× is given by x 7→ ∏σ∈Hom(F,C) xλσσ for some integers λσ, and ι : Qp ∼−→ C is an isomorphism,
we let χι : GF → Q×p be the continuous character given by
χι(ArtF (x)) = ι
−1
(
χ(x)
∏
σ∈Hom(F,C)
x−λσσ
) ∏
σ∈Hom(F,Qp)
xλισσ .
We denote by  the p-adic cyclotomic character. We use covariant p-adic Hodge theory, and nor-
malize our Hodge–Tate weights so that the Hodge–Tate weight of  is −1. Let v be a place above p in
F , and let ρ : Gv → GL(V ) ∼= GLn(Qp) a potentially semistable representation on an n-dimensional
vector space over Qp. For σ ∈ Hom(Fv,Qp), we will write HTσ(ρ) for the multiset of n Hodge–Tate
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weights with respect to σ. Specifically, an integer i appears in HTσ(ρ) with multiplicity equal to the L-
dimension of the ith graded piece of the n-dimensional filtered Qp-vector space DdR(ρ)⊗(Fv⊗QpQp)Qp,
where DdR(ρ) = (BdR ⊗Qp V )Gv , BdR is Fontaine’s ring of de Rham periods, and we view Qp as
a Fv ⊗Qp Qp-algebra via σ ⊗ 1. We say that ρ has regular weight if HTσ(ρ) consists of n distinct
integers for each σ ∈ Hom(Fv,Qp). If this is the case, then there is λ ∈ (Zn+)Hom(Fv,Qp) such that
HTσ(ρ) = {λσ,j + n− j}j=1,...,n for each σ ∈ Hom(Fv,Qp), and we call λ the weight of ρ.
For a finite place v of F , an n-dimensional inertial type is a representation τ : Iv → GLn(Qp) of Iv
with open kernel that extends to a representation of the Weil group of Fv. We say τ is defined over E if
it is the extension of scalars toQp of a representation valued in GLn(E). If ρ : Gv → GL(V ) ∼= GLn(Qp)
is a a potentially semistable representation of Gv on an n-dimensional vector space over Qp, we say
that ρ has inertial type τ if the restriction to Iv of the Weil–Deligne representation associated to ρ is
isomorphic to τ . If v|p, this is equivalent to demanding that for every γ ∈ Iv, the trace of γ acting on
Dpst(ρ) := lim−→
K/Fv finite
(Bst ⊗Qp V )GK
equals tr τ(γ), where Bst denotes Fontaine’s ring of semistable periods.
1. Irreducible components
In this section, we first prove our main lemma, Lemma 1.1.2, that will allow us to deduce the
existence of automorphic point in every irreducible component of a (polarized) universal deformation
ring from a small R = T theorem.
We then recall Berthelot’s rigid analytic generic fibre and record a lemma that allows us to deduce
Zariski density statements in the generic fibre when there are multiple components.
1.1. Intersections and the main lemma. The following lemma is an easy consequence of the
intersection theory in regular local rings.
Lemma 1.1.1. Let B be a regular local commutative ring and let R be a finite commutative B-algebra.
For p ∈ SpecR, q ∈ SpecB we have
dimR/(p, qR) ≥ dimR/p + dimB/q− dimB.
Proof. Let pB be the pullback of p to B. If r ∈ SpecB is minimal containing pB + q, then [Ser00,
Chapter V, Theorem 3] implies
htBr ≤ htBpB + htBq.
Since B is catenary, this implies
dimB/r ≥ dimB/pB + dimB/q− dimB.
Since R is finite over B, this in turn implies
dimB/r ≥ dimR/p + dimB/q− dimB.
Again using that R is finite over B, we can find rR ∈ SpecR containing p and lying over r ∈ SpecB,
hence also containing rR ⊇ qR. Then
dimR/(p, qR) ≥ dimR/rR = dimB/r ≥ dimR/p + dimB/q− dimB. 
We easily derive from this the following lemma, which is the linchpin in the proofs of our main theo-
rems. We will use notation suggestive of our intended application to automorphic points in deformation
rings. Recall that E is a finite extension of Qp with ring of integers O.
Lemma 1.1.2. Let Rloc be a local commutative O-algebra and let X loc ⊆ SpecRloc be a closed sub-
scheme. Let R be a commutative Rloc-algebra and let X = X loc×SpecRlocSpecR. Let C be an irreducible
component of SpecR. Assume that
(a) Rloc is a regular local ring;
(b) X is finite over O;
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(c) dim C + dimX loc − dimRloc ≥ 1.
Then the intersection of C with X ⊗O E in SpecR is nonempty.
Proof. Choose q ∈ X loc such that dimX loc = dimRloc/q. Then R/qR is finite over O, which implies
that R/mRlocR is finite over R
loc/mRloc , hence R is finite over R
loc. Then Lemma 1.1.1 implies that
dim(C ∩ SpecR/qR) ≥ dim C + dimRloc/q− dimRloc ≥ 1,
so there is q′ ∈ C ∩ SpecR/qR with dimR/q′ = 1. Since R/qR is finite over O, p /∈ q′, and q′ is in the
intersection of C and Spec(R/qR)[1/p]. 
1.2. Generic fibres. We recall the rigid analytic generic fibre of Berthelot [Ber96, §0.2], for which
we use [dJ95, §7] as a reference.
LetX = Spf R be an Noetherian adic affine formalO-scheme such that R/I is a finite type F-algebra,
where I ⊂ R is the largest ideal defining the topology on R. There is a rigid analytic space Xrig, called
the rigid analytic generic fibre of Spf R, that represents the functor that sends an E-affinoid algebra
A to the set of continuous O-algebra morphisms R → A (see [dJ95, §7.1]). Moreover, X 7→ Xrig
is functorial, and there is a canonical O-algebra morphism R → Γ(Xrig,OXrig). If R is a CNLO-
algebra (which is the case of interest for us), then (Spf R)rig has the following concrete description: if
O[[y1, . . . , yg]]/(f1, . . . , fk) is a presentation for O-flat quotient of R, then (Spf R)rig is isomorphic to
the locus in the open rigid analytic unit n-ball over E cut out by the equations f1 = · · · = fk = 0.
The following is [dJ95, Lemma 7.1.9].
Proposition 1.2.1. Let X = Spf R be an affine formal O-scheme as above.
1. There is a bijection between the points of Xrig and the set of maximal ideals of R[1/p]. This
bijection is functorial in R.
2. Let x ∈ Xrig correspond to the maximal ideal m ⊂ R[1/p] under the bijection of part 1.
There is a canonical morphism of local rings R[1/p]m → OXrig,x. This map is compatible with
R→ Γ(Xrig,OXrig), and induces an isomorphism on completions.
Lemma 1.2.2. Let R be an O-flat CNLO-algebra, and let X = Spf R. Let Z be a set of maximal ideals
in R[1/p], and let Zrig ⊂ Xrig be the set of points corresponding to Z under part 1 of Proposition 1.2.1.
If Zrig is Zariski dense in Xrig, then Z is Zariski dense in SpecR.
Proof. Take f ∈ R that vanishes at all m ∈ Z. Since R is O-flat, it suffices to prove f is nilpotent
in R[1/p]. Since R[1/p] is Jacobson (see [Gro66, Corollaire 10.5.8]), it further suffices to prove that
f belongs to every maximal ideal of R[1/p]. The Zariski density of Zrig implies that the image of f
under R → Γ(Xrig,OXrig) vanishes at all points in Xrig, which implies f belongs to every maximal
ideal of R[1/p] by Proposition 1.2.1. 
The converse is not true in general. For example, let Ĝm = Spf O[[t]] is the formal multiplicative
group over O, and let Z be the set the maximal ideals in O[[t]][1/p] corresponding to p-power roots of
unity in Qp. Then Z is Zariski dense in SpecO[[t]], but Ĝrigm is the open rigid analytic unit ball over E
with coordinate t, and every point in Zrig is a zero of the analytic function log(1 + t). Loeffler [Loe11]
has shown that this observation has interesting consequences for universal deformation rings for one
dimensional Galois representations.
To apply the principal theorems in this paper to Chenevier’s conjecture, we will need to under-
stand the relationship between irreducible components of universal deformation rings and irreducible
components of their rigid analytic generic fibre. The following lemma follows from a result of Conrad
[Con99, Theorem 2.3.1].
Lemma 1.2.3. Let R be an O-flat, reduced CNLO-algebra, and let X = Spf R. The map that sends
a minimal prime ideal q of R to (Spf R/q)rig induces a bijection between the irreducible components of
SpecR and the irreducible components of Xrig.
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Proof. Let {qi}i be the minimal prime ideals of R. Since (·)rig takes closed immersions to closed
immersions (see [dJ95, Proposition 7.2.4]), (Spf R/qi)
rig is a closed analytic subvariety of Xrig. We
wish to show that {(Spf R/qi)rig}i is the set of irreducible components of Xrig.
Let R˜ be the normalization of R, and let φ : Spf R˜ → Spf R denote the canonical map. Since R is
excellent, the map that sends a maximal ideal m˜ in R˜ to the minimal prime ideal in R containing m˜∩R
induces a bijection between connected components of Spf R˜ and {qi}i (see [Gro65, Scholie 7.8.3(vii)]).
Let X˜i denote the connected component of Spf R˜ corresponding to the minimal prime qi of R, hence
φ(X˜i) = Spf R/qi. By [Con99, Theorem 2.3.1], the irreducible components of X
rig are {φrig(X˜i)}i,
and the functoriality of (·)rig implies φrig(X˜i) = (Spf R/qi)rig. 
In §§5 and 6, we will use the above via the following lemma.
Lemma 1.2.4. Let R be an O-flat, reduced, equidimensional CNLO-algebra, and let X = Spf R. Let
Z be a set of maximal ideals in R[1/p], and let Zrig ⊂ Xrig be the set of points corresponding to Z
under Proposition 1.2.1. Assume:
(a) Every irreducible component of the Zariski closure of Zrig has dimension equal to dimR[1/p].
(b) For every irreducible component C of SpecR, there is m ∈ Z ∩ C such that R[1/p]m is regular.
Then Zrig is Zariski dense in Xrig.
Proof. Since R[1/p] is equidimensional, Xrig is equidimensional of dimension dimR[1/p] by Proposi-
tion 1.2.1. By assumption (b) and Lemma 1.2.3, for every irreducible component Xrigi of X
rig, there
is a point x ∈ Zrig ∩Xrigi that lies on no other irreducible component of Xrig. The lemma now follows
from assumption (a) and [Con99, Corollary 2.2.7]. 
2. General deformation theory
We recall some generalities in the deformation theory of group representations, and fix some notation
that will be used in the rest of this article.
2.1. Universal and fixed determinant deformation rings. Let ∆ be a profinite group satisfying
the p-finiteness condition: for any open subgroup H of ∆, there are only finitely many continuous
homomorphisms H → Fp. This implies that for any F-vector space M with continuous F-linear action
of ∆, the cohomology groupsHi(∆,M) are all finite dimensional, as is the group of continuous 1-cocyles
Z1(∆,M).
Fix a continuous homomorphism
ρ : ∆ −→ GLn(F).
Let A be a CNLO-algebra. A lift of ρ to a CNLO-algebra A is a continuous homomorphism
ρ : ∆ −→ GLn(A)
such that ρ = ρ mod mA. A deformation of ρ to A a 1+Mn(mA)-conjugacy class of lifts. We will often
abuse notation and denote a deformation by a lift in its conjugacy class. We let D, resp. D, denote
the set valued functor on CNLO that sends a CNLO-algebra A to the set of lifts, resp. deformations,
of ρ to A. If we wish to emphasize ρ, we will write Dρ and Dρ, respectively. The functor D
 is
representable, and so is D if EndF[∆](ρ) = F (see [Bo¨c, Proposition 1.3]).
The representing object for D, denoted R, is called the universal lifting ring for ρ. We denote
by ρ the universal lift to R. If EndF[∆](ρ) = F, the object representing D, denoted Runiv, is called
the universal deformation ring for ρ. We denote by ρuniv the universal deformation to Runiv. If we
wish to emphasize ρ, we will write Rρ and R
univ
ρ , respectively.
The following well known lemma (see [Mazb, §12] and [BLGGT14, Lemma 1.2.1]) allows us to
enlarge our coefficient field E, and we will sometimes invoke it without comment.
Lemma 2.1.1. Let E′/E be a finite extension with ring of integers O′ and residue field F′. Let
ρ′ = ρ⊗ F.
1. The universal CNLO′-lifting ring Rρ′ is canonically isomorphic to R

ρ ⊗O O′.
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2. If EndF[∆](ρ) = F, the universal CNLO′-deformation ring Rρ′ is canonically isomorphic to
Rρ′ ⊗O O′.
This lemma has the following consequence that we will use bellow. Let
ρ : ∆ −→ GLn(OQp)
be a continuous representation such that ρ⊗Fp = ρ mod mQp . The compactness of ∆ implies there is
a finite extension E′/E inside L, with ring of integers O′, such that ρ takes image in GLn(O′). Then
Lemma 2.1.1 implies there is a unique local O-algebra morphism x : Rρ → OQp such that ρ = ρx.
Let ad denote the adjoint action of GLn on its Lie algebra gln. Let ad(ρ) and ad
0(ρ), denote gln(F)
and its trace zero subspace sln(F), respectively, each equipped with the adjoint action ad ◦ρ of ∆.
Proposition 2.1.2. 1. There is a presentation
R ∼= O[[x1, . . . , xg]]/(f1, . . . , fk)
with g = dimF Z1(∆, ad(ρ)) and k ≤ dimFH2(∆, ad(ρ)). In particular, every irreducible com-
ponent of SpecR has dimension at least
1 + dimZ1(∆, ad(ρ))− dimFH2(∆, ad(ρ)),
and R is formally smooth over O if H2(∆, ad(ρ)) = 0.
2. Assume EndF[∆](ρ) = F. There is a presentation
Runiv ∼= O[[x1, . . . , xg]]/(f1, . . . , fk)
with g = dimFH1(∆, ad(ρ)) and k ≤ dimFH2(∆, ad(ρ)). In particular, every irreducible
component of SpecRuniv has dimension at least
1 + dimH1(∆, ad(ρ))− dimFH2(∆, ad(ρ)),
and Runiv is formally smooth over O if H2(∆, ad(ρ)) = 0.
Proof. The second part is [Bo¨c99, Theorem 2.4]. The first part is proved in the same way, since the
tangent space of D is isomorphic to Z1(∆, ad(ρ) via the map Z1(∆, ad(ρ)) → D(F[ε]) given by
κ 7→ (1 + εκ)ρ, where F[ε] = F[ε]/(ε2) is the ring of dual numbers over F. 
Now let µ : ∆ → O× be a continuous character such that det ρ = µ mod mO. Define subfunctors
D,µ ⊆ D and Dµ ⊆ D, that send a CNLO-algebra to the set of lifts and deformations, respectively,
ρ to A such that det ρ = µ. These subfunctors are easily seen to be represented by the quotient of
R, resp. of R (assuming EndF[∆](ρ) = F), by the ideal generated by {det ρ(δ)−µ(δ) | δ ∈ ∆}, resp.
generated by {det ρuniv(δ)− µ(δ) | δ ∈ ∆}. The representing object for D,µ, denoted R,µ, is called
the universal determinant µ lifting ring for ρ. If EndF[∆](ρ) = F, the object representing Dµ, denoted
Rµ, is called the universal determinant µ deformation ring for ρ.
Proposition 2.1.3. Assume p - n.
1. There is a presentation
R,µ ∼= O[[x1, . . . , xg]]/(f1, . . . , fk)
with g = dimF Z1(∆, ad
0(ρ)) and k ≤ dimFH2(∆, ad0(ρ)). In particular, every irreducible
component of SpecR,µ has dimension at least
1 + dimZ1(∆, ad0(ρ))− dimFH2(∆, ad0(ρ)),
and R,µ is formally smooth over O if H2(∆, ad0(ρ)) = 0.
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2. Assume EndF[∆](ρ) = F. There is a presentation
Rµ ∼= O[[x1, . . . , xg]]/(f1, . . . , fk)
with g = dimFH1(∆, ad
0(ρ)) and k ≤ dimFH2(∆, ad0(ρ)). In particular, every irreducible
component of SpecRµ has dimension at least
1 + dimH1(∆, ad0(ρ))− dimFH2(∆, ad0(ρ)),
and Rµ is formally smooth over O if H2(∆, ad0(ρ)) = 0.
Proof. This is similar to Proposition 2.1.2 above. For example, see [Kis07, Lemma 4.1.1] (since we
have assumed p - n, ad(ρ) = ad0(ρ) ⊕ F is ∆-equivariant, so the groups denoted Hi(G, ad0 V )′ in
[Kis07, §4.1] are just Hi(∆, ad0(ρ)) in our case). 
2.2. Polarized deformation rings. We now assume that ∆ is an open index two subgroup of a
profinite group Γ, and that there is c ∈ Γ r ∆ of order 2. So Γ is the semidirect product of ∆ and
{1, c}. For any commutative ring A and homomorphism ρ : ∆ → GLn(A), we let ρc denote the
conjugate homomorphism, i.e. ρc(δ) = ρ(cδc) for all δ ∈ ∆, and let ρ∨ denote the A-linear dual of ρ,
i.e. ρ∨(δ) = tρ(δ)−1 for all δ ∈ ∆.
Let µ : Γ → O× be a continuous character, and let µ : Γ → F× be its reduction mod mO. We
assume that
ρc ∼= ρ∨ ⊗ µ.
We then define a subfunctor Dpol ⊆ D by letting Dpol(A), for a CNLO-algebra A, to be the subset of
deformations ρ of ρ to A such that ρc ∼= ρ∨ ⊗ µ.
Proposition 2.2.1. Assume ρ is absolutely irreducible. Then Dpol is representable by a quotient Rpol
of Runiv.
Proof. Let Rpol be the quotient of Runiv by the ideal generated by
{tr ρuniv(cδc)− tr tρuniv(δ)−1µ(δ) | δ ∈ ∆}.
The result now follows from [Car, The´ore`me 1]. 
If ρ is absolutely irreducible, we call the object Rpol representing Dpol the universal µ-polarized
deformation ring of ρ. If we wish to emphasize the role of µ, we will write Rµ-pol for Rpol.
We recall the Clozel–Harris–Taylor group scheme Gn, which is the group scheme over Z defined as
the semidirect product
(GLn×GL1)o {1, } = G0n o {1, },
where (g, a) = (a tg−1, a), and the homomorphism ν : Gn → GL1 given by ν(g, a) = a and ν() = −1.
If A is any commutative ring and r : Γ → Gn(A) is a homomorphism such that r(∆) ⊆ G0n(A), we
will write r|∆ for the composite of the restriction of r to ∆ with the projection G0n(A)→ GLn(A). In
particular, we view An as an A[∆]-module via r|∆. The following is (part of) [CHT08, Lemma 2.1.1]
Lemma 2.2.2. Let A be a topological ring. There is a natural bijection between the following two sets.
1. Continuous homomorphisms r : Γ→ Gn(A) inducing an isomorphism Γ/∆ ∼−→ Gn(A)/G0n(A).
2. Triples (ρ, η, 〈·, ·〉), where ρ : ∆ → GLn(A) and η : Γ → A× are continuous homomorphisms
and 〈·, ·〉 is a perfect A-linear pairing on An satisfying
〈ρ(δ)a, ρ(cδc)b〉 = η(δ)〈a, b〉 and 〈a, b〉 = −η(c)〈b, a〉
for all a, b ∈ An and δ ∈ ∆.
Under this bijection, ρ = r|∆, η = ν ◦ r, and 〈a, b〉 = taP−1b for r(c) = (P,−η(c)).
In particular, our fixed ρ extends to a continuous homomorphism
r : Γ −→ Gn(F),
such that ν◦r = µ, which we fix. For a CNLO-algebra A, a lift of r to A is a continuous homomorphism
r → Gn(A) such that r mod mA = r. A deformation of r to A is a 1 + Mn(mA)-conjugacy class of
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lifts. By Lemma 2.2.2, if r is a deformation of r to a CNLO-algebra A, then r|∆ is a deformation of ρ
to A. We say a lift or a deformation r of r has multiplier µ if ν ◦ r = µ. We let Dpolr be the set valued
functor on CNLO that sends a CNLO-algebra A to the set of deformations of r to A with multiplier µ.
Proposition 2.2.3. Assume p > 2 and ρ is absolutely irreducible. The map Dpolr → Dpolρ given by
r 7→ r|∆ is an isomorphism of functors.
Proof. This is exactly as in [Che11, Lemma 1.5]. As the proof is short, we reproduce it for completeness.
Let A be a CNLO-algebra. The map D
pol
r (A) → Dpolρ (A) is surjective by Lemma 2.2.2. Assume that
r1, r2 are two lifts of r to A such that ri|∆ are 1 + Mn(mA)-conjugate. Then replacing r2 with a lift
in its deformation class, we can assume r1|∆ = r2|∆. Letting Pi be given by ri(c) = (Pi,−µ(c)) as in
Lemma 2.2.2, P1P
−1
2 commutes with r1|∆ = r2|∆. Since ρ is absolutely irreducible, P1P−12 = β ∈ A×;
since r1 and r2 both lift r, β ∈ 1 + mA; and since p > 2, there is α ∈ 1 + mA such that α2 = β. Then
r1 = αr2α
−1, so r1 and r2 define the same deformation. 
In particular, when p > 2 and ρ is absolutely irreducible, we view Rpol as the universal (µ-polarized)
deformation ring for r.
Since gln = Lie GLn ⊂ LieGn, the adjoint action of GLn on gln extends to Gn by
ad(g, a)(x) = gxg−1 and ad()(x) = −tx.
If A is a commutative ring, and
r : Γ −→ Gn(A)
is a homomorphism, we write ad(r) for gln(A) with the adjoint action ad ◦r of Γ.
Proposition 2.2.4. Assume p > 2 and ρ is absolutely irreducible. There is a presentation
Rpol ∼= O[[x1, . . . , xg]]/(f1, . . . , fk)
with g = dimFH1(Γ, ad(r)) and k ≤ dimFH2(Γ, ad(r)). In particular, every irreducible component of
SpecRpol has dimension at least
1 + dimFH
1(Γ, ad(r))− dimFH2(Γ, ad(r)),
and Rpol is formally smooth over O if H2(Γ, ad(r)) = 0.
Proof. This is a special case of [CHT08, Lemma 2.2.11 and Corollary 2.2.12]. (In our case, the sets
denoted S and T in [CHT08, Lemma 2.2.11 and Corollary 2.2.12] are both empty. So in the notation
of [CHT08], RlocS ,T = O and HiS ,T (Γ, ad(r)) = Hi(Γ, ad(r))). 
Remark 2.2.5. We could also define polarized deformation functor in the case that ρ ∼= ρ∨ ⊗ µ, which
amounts to GSpn or GOn-valued deformation theory with fixed multiplier character µ. In particular,
when n = 2, p > 2, and µ lifts det ρ, the universal µ-polarized deformation functor equals the universal
determinant µ deformation functor. It is useful to keep this in mind when comparing the results of
§section 5 and §section 6.
3. Local deformation theory
In this section we recall some results from the literature on local deformation rings that we will
need later.
3.1. Setup. Let v be a finite place of F . Fix a continuous representation
ρv : Gv −→ GLn(F),
and a continuous character µ : Gv → O× with µ mod mO = det ρv. Denote by Rv the universal lifting
ring for ρv, and ρ

v the universal lift. Let R
,µ
v be the universal determinant µ lifting ring, and ρ
µ
v the
universal R,µv -valued lift.
We refer the reader to [CHT08, Definition 2.2.2] for the notion of a local deformation problem. We
will primarily use the following characterization ([CHT08, Lemma 2.2.3]):
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– Any local deformation problem is representable by a quotient of Rv .
– A quotient R of Rv represents a local deformation problem if and only if it satisfies the
following: for any CNLO-algebra A, lift ρ of ρv to A, and g ∈ 1 + Mn(mA), the CNLO-algebra
morphism Rv → A induced by ρ factors through R if and only if the CNLO-algebra map
Rv → A induced by gρg−1 factors through R.
Lemma 3.1.1. Let R be an O-flat reduced quotient of Rv .
1. R represents a local deformation problem if and only if for every finite totally ramified extension
E′/E with ring of integers O′, lift ρ of ρ to O′, and g ∈ 1 + Mn(mO′), the CNLO-algebra
morphism Rv → O′ induced by ρ factors through R if and only if the CNLO-algebra map
Rv → O′ induced by gρg−1 factors through R.
2. R represents a local deformation problem if and only if R/q represents a local deformation
problem for each minimal prime q of R.
Proof. Let g ∈ 1+Mn(mRv ). Then the lift gρv g−1 induces a CNLO-algebra morphism φg : Rv → Rv .
It is easy to see that a quotient f : Rv → R′ represents a local deformation problem if and only if
f ◦ φg = f for every g ∈ 1 + Mn(mRv ).
Using this reformulation, part 1 follows from the fact that the maximal ideals in Rv [1/p] are Zariski
dense ([Gro66, Proposition 10.5.3]), since R is O-flat and reduced and the residue field for any maximal
ideal of Rv [1/p] is a finite totally ramified extension of E, ([KW09b, Proposition 2.2]). It similarly
follows that R represents a local deformation problem if R/q does for each minimal prime q of R, and
the converse follows from the argument of [BLGGT14, Lemma 1.2.2]. 
3.2. Residual characteristic 6= p. We first assume that v - p. We recall a quotient of Rv studied
by Taylor [Tay08, Proposition 3.1] (where it is denoted Rlocv /J (1,...,1)v ) and [Tho12, Proposition 3.12],
that will appear when recalling results from the literature in §5.2.
Proposition 3.2.1. Assume ρv is trivial. There is a quotient R
1
v of R

v representing the following
local deformation problem: for a lift ρ of ρ to a CNLO-algebra A, the induced CNLO-algebra morphism
Rv → A factors through R1v if and only if for every γ ∈ Iv, the characteristic polynomial of ρ(γ) is
(X − 1)n. The CNLO-algebra R1v is equidimensional of dimension n2 + 1 and every generic point of
SpecR1v has characteristic 0.
The construction of R1v can be seen easily. Indeed, if ρv is trivial then ρ

v |Iv must factor through tame
inertia. Letting Xn − an−1Xn−1 + · · ·+ (−1)na0 denote the characteristic polynomial for a generator
of tame inertia, we let R1v be the quotient of R

v by the ideal generated by {aj −
(
n
j
)}j=0,...,n−1.
The following seems to be well known, but for lack of a concrete reference we include a proof.
Lemma 3.2.2. Let A be a reduced CNLO-algebra and let ρ : Gv → GLn(A) be a lift of ρv. There is
a finite extension K/Fv such that the CNLO-algebra morphism Rρv|GK → A induced by ρ|GK factors
through R1ρv|GK .
Proof. Assume first that A in an integral domain. There is a finite extension L/Fv such that the
image of the wild ramification under ρ|GL is trivial. Letting t denote a generator of the tame inertia
of GL, Φ a lift of Frobenius to GL, and q the order of the residue field of L, the relation Φ
−1tΦ = tq
implies that the eigenvalues of ρ(t), in an algebraic closure of the fraction field of A, are stable under
the taking qth powers, hence are roots of unity. Passing to another finite extension K/L to trivialize
these eigenvalues, the image of inertia under ρ|GK is unipotent.
Now assume A is only reduced. By the above discussion, for each minimal prime ideal q of A, there
is a a finite extension Kq/Fv such that ρ(IKq) is unipotent. Since A is reduced, there is an injection
GLn(A) ↪→
∏
q
GLn(A/q),
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the product the product being taken over all minimal prime ideals of A. We can then take K to be
the composite of the Kq. be any finite extension of Fv containing each Kq, and such that ρv|GK is
trivial. 
3.3. Residual characteristic p. For the remainder of this section we assume that v|p.
Lemma 3.3.1. 1. If H0(Gv, ad(ρv)(1)) = 0, then R

v is isomorphic to a power series over O in
n2(1 + [Fv : Qp]) variables.
2. If p - n and H0(Gv, ad0(ρv)(1)) = 0, then R,µv is isomorphic to a power series over O in
(n2 − 1)(1 + [Fv : Qp]) variables.
Proof. The trace pairing on ad(ρv) is perfect, and induces a perfect pairing on ad
0(ρ) if p - n.
By Tate local duality, dimFH2(Gv, ad(ρv)) = dimFH
0(Gv, ad(ρv)(1)), and dimFH
2(Gv, ad
0(ρ)) =
dimFH0(Gv, ad
0(ρ)(1)) if p - n. The result then follows from part 1 of Propositions 2.1.2 and 2.1.3,
and the local Euler–Poincare´ characteristic formula. 
The following fundamental result is due to Kisin [Kis08, Corollary 2.7.7 and Theorem 3.3.8]
Theorem 3.3.2. Fix λ ∈ (Zn+)Hom(Fv,Qp) and an inertial type τ defined over E. There is a (possibly
zero) O-flat reduced quotient Rλ,τ,crv of Rv such that an E-algebra morphism x : Rv [1/p]→ Qp factors
through Rλ,τ,crv [1/p], if and only if ρx is potentially crystalline of weight λ inertial type τ . If nonzero,
then SpecRλ,τ,crv [1/p] is equidimensional of dimension n
2 + n(n−1)2 [Fv : Qp], and is formally smooth
over E.
If τ = 1, then we omit it from the notation, and just write Rλ,crv for R
λ,1,cr
v . This theorem yields
the following corollary, using the argument [EG14, §4.3].
Corollary 3.3.3. Assume p - n. Fix λ ∈ (Zn+)Hom(Fv,Qp) and an inertial type τ defined over E.
There is a (possibly zero) O-flat reduced quotient Rλ,τ,cris,µv of R,µv such that an E-algebra morphism
x : R,µv [1/p] → Qp factors through Rλ,τ,cr,µv [1/p] if and only if ρx is potentially crystalline of weight
λ and inertial type τ . If nonzero, then SpecRλ,τ,cr,µv [1/p] is equidimensional of dimension n
2 − 1 +
n(n−1)
2 [Fv : Qp] and is formally smooth over E.
In [EG14, Lemma 4.3.1] it is assumed p > n, but this is only used to guarantee that a character,
denoted θ there, has an nth root. For this it suffices that for any positive integer k, the binomial
coefficient
(
1/n
k
)
is a p-adic integer, which holds whenever p - n.
Note that knowing whether or not the above rings are nonzero amounts to showing there is a
potentially semistable or potentially crystalline lift with the required weight and inertial type (and
determinant). In general, this seems to be a difficult problem.
We recall the notion of a potentially diagonalizable representation from [BLGGT14]. We say a lift
ρ : Gv −→ GLn(OQp)
of ρv ⊗Fp is potentially diagonalizable of weight λ ∈ (Zn+)Hom(Fv,Qp) if there is a finite extension K/Fv
and continuous characters χ1, . . . , χn : GK −→ OQp , such that the following hold:
– ρ|GK and χ1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ χn are both crystalline of weight λK , where λK ∈ (Zn+)Hom(K,Qp) is given
by λK,σ′ = λσ if σ
′ : K ↪→ Qp extends σ : Fv ↪→ Qp;
– the OQp -points of SpecR
λ,cr
ρv|GK
determined by ρ|GK and χ1⊕· · ·⊕χn lie on the same irreducible
component.
We say ρ is potentially diagonalizable of regular weight if there is λ ∈ (Zn+)Hom(Fv,Qp) such that ρ
is potentially diagonalizable of weight λ. One can also define potentially diagonalizable lifts in the
nonregular weight case, but we will not have use for them here. We also note that in [BLGGT14],
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potentially diagonalizable is defined using irreducible components of SpecRλ,crρv|GK
⊗Qp, but it is equiv-
alent to use irreducible components of SpecRλ,crρv|GK
, postcomposing χ1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ χn by an element of
Gal(Qp/E) if necessary.
For given λ ∈ (Zn+)Hom(Fv,Qp) and inertial type τ defined over E, we’ll call an OQp -point x of
SpecRλ,τ,crv , or of SpecR
λ,τ,cr,µ
v , potentially diagonalizable if ρx is. We will call an irreducible compo-
nent of SpecRλ,τ,crv , or of SpecR
λ,τ,cr,µ
v , potentially diagonalizable if it contains a potentially diagonal-
izable point.
Finally, we note that by [BLGGT14, Lemma 1.4.1], the notion of being potentially diagonalizable
depends only on ρ ⊗ Qp. Hence, it makes sense to talk about a Qp-valued representations as being
potentially diagonalizable without specifying an invariant lattice. This in particular applies to the
restrictions to Gv of the automorphic Galois representations of §4.
It is not currently known whether or not every potentially crystalline representation is potentially
diagonalizable, nor whether or not any residual representation has a potentially diagonalizable lift of
regular weight. The latter question has been investigated by Gee–Herzig–Liu–Savitt [GHLS15]. In
particular, in dimension two it is always possible, and we will use the following lemma in §6.
Lemma 3.3.4. Assume that n = 2, and that µ is de Rham. Then ρv admits a regular weight potentially
diagonalizable lift with determinant µ.
Proof. First assume ρv is peu ramifie´e, in the sense of [GHLS15, Definition 2.1.3]. Fix λ ∈ (Z2+)Hom(Fv,Qp)
such that λσ,1 + 1 + λσ,2 = HTσ(µ) for each σ ∈ Hom(Fv,Qp). By [GHLS15, Corollary 2.1.11], ρv has
a potentially diagonalizable lift ρ : Gv −→ GL2(OQp) of weight λ. Enlarging E if necessary, we can
assume det ρ takes values in O×, and µ(det ρ)−1 : Gv → 1+mO is finitely ramified by choice of λ. Since
p > 2, there is a continuous finitely ramified character η : Gv → 1 + mO such that η2 = µ(det ρ)−1.
Then ρ⊗ η is a potentially diagonalizable lift of ρ of weight λ and determinant µ.
It only remains to treat the case (see [GHLS15, Examples 2.1.4])
ρ ∼=
(
χ c
χ−1µ
)
with χ2µ−1 = , and tre`s ramifie´e cocycle c. The result the follows from the argument of [BLGG12,
Lemma 6.1.6]. We sketch the details. Twisting, we may assume that HTσ(µ) > 1 for each σ : Fv ↪→ Qp.
Then any lift of the form
ρ ∼=
(
χ ∗
χ−1µ
)
with χ a finitely ramified character lifting χ is potentially crystalline, hence potentially diagonalizable
by [BLGGT14, Lemma 1.4.3].
Choose some finitely ramified lift χ of χ and set ψ := χ2µ−1−1. Let L be the line in H1(Gv,F())
spanned by the cohomology class generated by c, and let H be the hyperplane in H1(Gv,F) annihilated
by L under local Tate duality. Fix a uniformizer $ in O. Then there is n ≥ 1 such that ψ−1
mod $n+1 = 1 + $nα with α : Gv → F a nontrivial homomorphism. An argument using local Tate
duality, as in see Case 2 in the proof of [BLGG12, Lemma 6.1.6], shows it that is suffices to prove
α ∈ H. We assume otherwise. Since ρ is tre`s ramifie´e, H does not contain the unramfied line, and
we can find a ∈ F× such that α + ua ∈ H, where ua : Gv → F is the unramified homomorphism that
sends Frobv to a. Choosing some b ∈ O× such that a = 2b mod $, and replacing χ by χ times the
unramified character that sends Frobv to (1 +$
nb)−1 yields α ∈ H, finishing the proof. 
Let ρ : Gv −→ GLn(Qp) be a continuous representation. We say ρ is ordinary of weight λ ∈
(Zn+)Hom(Fv,Qp) if there is a Gv-stable decreasing filtration
Qnp = V1 ⊃ V2 ⊃ · · · ⊃ Vn+1 = {0}
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with one dimensional graded pieces and an open subgroup U of O×Fv such that for each 1 ≤ j ≤ n,
letting ψj : Gv → Q×p denote the character giving the Gv-action on Vj/Vj+1, we have
ψj ◦ArtFv (x) =
∏
σ:Fv↪→Qp
σ(x)j−n−λσ,j
for all x ∈ U . We say ρ is ordinary of regular weight if there is λ ∈ (Zn+)Hom(Fv,Qp) such that it is
ordinary of weight λ. The following is a result of Geraghty [Ger10, Lemma 3.3.3].
Theorem 3.3.5. Let λ ∈ (Zn+)Hom(Fv,Qp) and let τ be an inertial type defined over E. There is a (pos-
sibly zero) O-flat reduced quotient Rλ,τ,ordv of Rv such that an E-algebra morphism x : Rv [1/p]→ Qp
factors through Rλ,τ,ordv [1/p] if and only if ρx is ordinary of weight λ. If nonzero, then SpecR
λ,τ,ord
v [1/p]
is equidimensional of dimension n2 + n(n−1)2 [Fv : Qp] and admits an open dense subscheme that is for-
mally smooth over E.
Note that in order for Rλ,τ,ordv to be nonzero, τ must be a direct sum of finite order characters of
Iv.
4. Automorphic Galois representations
We recall the notion of regular algebraic polarized cuspidal automorphic representations and their
associated Galois representations. Throughout this section, F is assumed to be either a CM or totally
real number field, with maximal totally real subfield F+. Let c ∈ GF+ be a choice of complex
conjugation.
4.1. Polarized auotmorphic Galois representations. Following [BLGGT14, §2.1], we say that a
pair (pi, χ) is a polarized automorphic representation of GLn(AF ) if
– pi is an automorphic representation of GLn(AF );
– χ : (F+)×\A×F+ → C× is a continuous character with χv(−1) independent of v|∞;
– pic ∼= pi∨ ⊗ (χ ◦NmF/F+ ◦ det);
When F is totally real, the requirement that χv(−1) be independent of v|∞ has been shown to
be redundant by Patrikis [Pat15, Theorem 2.1]. Note that when F is CM, if (pi, χ) is a polarized
automorphic representation of GLn(AF ), then so is (pi, χδF/F+). We do not specify a sign convention
in this generality, unlike in [BLGGT14, §2.1], but will in the regular algebraic case below. Our
convention will sometimes differ from that of loc. cit., but it ensures that the character χι
1−n of GF+
in Theorem 4.1.1 below is totally odd, which is more convenient for us (see Lemmas 2.2.2 and 5.1.1).
We say that an automorphic representation pi of GLn(AF ) is polarizable if there is a character χ
such that (pi, χ) is a polarized automorphic representation. If F is CM and (pi, δnF/F+) is polarized,
then we say that pi is conjugate self-dual. An automorphic representation pi of GLn(AF ) is called
regular algebraic if pi∞ has the same infinitesimal character as an irreducible algebraic representation of
ResF/Q GLn. If λ = (λσ) ∈ (Zn+)Hom(F,C), then we let ξλ denote the irreducible algebraic representation
of
∏
σ GLn which is the tensor product over σ ∈ Hom(F,C) of the irreducible algebraic representations
with highest weight λσ. We say a regular algebraic automorphic representation pi of GLn(AF ) has
weight λ ∈ (Zn+)Hom(F,C) if pi∞ has the same infinitesimal character as ξ∨λ . We will say a polarized
automorphic representation (pi, χ) of GLn(AF ) is cuspidal if pi is. We will say a polarized automorphic
representation (pi, χ) of GLn(AF ) is regular algebraic if pi is. In this case χ is necessarily an algebraic
character, and if F is CM, we fix the sign of χv(−1) for v|∞ as follows. Letting q ∈ Z be the unique
integer such that χ|·|qAF+ is finite order, we require χv(−1) = (−1)
n+q for each v|∞ in F+.
Let pi be a regular algebraic polarizable cuspidal automorphic representation of GLn(AF ) of weight
λ, and let ι : Qp
∼−→ C be an isomorphism. Let v|p in F and let $v be a choice of uniformizer for Fv.
For any integer a ≥ 1, let Iw(va,a) denote the subgroup of GLn(OFv ) of matrices that reduce to an
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upper triangular matrix modulo $av . For each 1 ≤ j ≤ n, the space (ι−1piv)Iw(v
a,a) has an action of
the Hecke operator
U (j)$v =
[
Iw(va,a)
(
$v1j
1n−j
)
Iw(va,a)
]
,
and they commute with one another. We define modified Hecke operators
U
(j)
λ,$v
=
( ∏
σ:Fv↪→Qp
j∏
i=1
σ($v)
−λισ,n−i+1
)
U (j)$v
for each 1 ≤ j ≤ n. We say that pi is ι-ordinary if for each v|p, there is an integer a ≥ 1 and a
nonzero vector in (ι−1piv)Iw(v
a,a) that is an eigenvector for each U
(1)
λ,$v
, . . . , U
(n)
λ,$v
with eigenvalues that
are p-adic units. This definition does not depend on the choice of $v. We say a polarized regular
algebraic cuspidal automorphic representation (pi, χ) of GLn(AF ) is ι-ordinary if pi is.
The following theorem is due to the work of many people. We refer the reader to [BLGGT14,
Theorem 2.1.1] and the references contained there for parts 1 to 3 (noting that the assumption of an
Iwahori fixed vector in part (4) of [BLGGT14, Theorem 2.1.1] can be removed by the main result of
[Car14]), and to [Tho15a, Theorem 2.4] for part 4.
Theorem 4.1.1. Let (pi, χ) be a regular algebraic, polarized, cuspidal automorphic representation of
GLn(AF ), of weight λ ∈ (Zn+)Hom(F,C). Fix an isomorphism ι : Qp ∼−→ C, and for each v|p in F , let
λv = (λv,σ) ∈ (Zn+)Hom(Fv,Qp) be given by λv,σ = λισ. There is a continuous semisimple representation
ρpi,ι : GF −→ GLn(Qp)
satisfying the following properties.
1. There is a perfect symmetric pairing 〈·, ·〉 on Qnp such that for any a, b ∈ Q
n
p and γ ∈ GF ,
〈ρpi,ι(γ)a, ρpi,ι(cγc)b〉 = (χι1−n)(γ)〈a, b〉.
2. For all v|p, ρpi,ι|Gv is potentially semistable of weight λv.
3. For any finite place v,
ιWD(ρpi,ι|Gv )F -ss ∼= recFv (piv ⊗ |·|
1−n
2 ).
4. If (pi, χ) is ι-ordinary, then for each v|p, ρpi,ι is ordinary of weight λv.
In part 3, recFv is the Local Langlands reciprocity map that takes irreducible admissible represen-
tations of GLn(Fv) to Frobenius semi-simple Weil–Deligne representations, normalized as in [HT01]
and [Hen00], and WD(ρpi,ι|Gv ) is the Qp-Weil–Deligne representation associated to ρpi,ι|Gv .
Since GF,S is compact, ρpi,ι(GF,S) stabilizes a lattice. So conjugating ρpi,ι if necessary, we may
assume it takes valued in GLn(OQp), and denote by
ρpi,ι : GF,S −→ GLn(Fp)
the semisimplification of its reduction modulo mQp , which is independent of the choice of lattice.
4.2. Hilbert modular forms. If n = 2 and F is totally real, then any automorphic representation
pi of GL2(AF ) is polarizable. More specifically, if χ denotes the central character of pi, then (pi, χ) is
polarized.
If pi is regular algebraic and cuspidal, then pi is a twist of the automorphic representation generated
by a Hilbert modular cusp form (see [Clo, §1.2.3]).
5. Polarized deformation rings and automorphic points
In this section, we prove our main theorems on polarized deformation rings for Galois representations
of CM fields. Before proceeding, we fix the assumptions and notation that will be used throughout
this section.
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5.1. Setup. We assume p > 2, and fix an isomorphism ι : Qp
∼−→ C. We assume that our fixed number
field F is CM, and denote by F+ its maximal totally real subfield. Fix a finite set of places S of F+
containing all places above p, and let FS be the maximal extension of F unramified outside of the places
in F above S. Note that FS/F
+ is Galois, and we set GF+,S = Gal(FS/F
+) and GF,S = Gal(FS/F ).
We fix a choice of complex conjugation c ∈ GF+ . We fix a continuous absolutely irreducible
ρ : GF,S −→ GLn(F)
and a continuous totally odd character µ : GF+,S → O× and assume there is a perfect symmetric
pairing 〈·, ·〉 on Fn such that
〈ρ(γ)a, ρ(cγc)b〉 = µ(γ)〈a, b〉
for all γ ∈ GF,S and a, b ∈ Fn, where µ : GF+,S → F× is the reduction of µ modulo mO. Let Rpol be
the universal µ-polarized deformation ring for ρ as in §2.2. Since the pairing 〈·, ·〉 is symmetric, we can
and do fix a lift
r : GF+,S −→ Gn(F)
of ρ with ν ◦ r = µ as in Lemma 2.2.2. We also view Rpol as the universal µ-polarized deformation
ring of r.
Lemma 5.1.1. There is a presentation
Rpol ∼= O[[x1, . . . , xg]]/(f1, . . . , fk)
with g − k ≥ n(n+1)2 [F+ : Q]. In particular, every irreducible component of SpecRpol has dimension
at least 1 + n(n+1)2 [F
+ : Q].
Proof. The result then follows from Proposition 2.2.4 and the global Euler–Poincare´ characteristic
formula, using that H0(GF+,S , ad(r)) = 0 since ρ is absolutely irreducible, and that dimF ad(r)
cv=1 =
n(n−1)
2 for each v|∞ since µ is totally odd (see [CHT08, Lemma 2.1.3]). 
Definition 5.1.2. Let R be a quotient of Rpol, let x ∈ SpecR(Qp), and let ρx be the pushforward
of the universal µ-polarized deformation via Rpol  R x−→ Qp. We call x an automorphic point if
there is a regular algebraic polarized cuspidal automorphic representation (pi, χ) of GLn(AF ) such that
ρx ∼= ρpi,ι and µ = χι1−n.
Given a finite extension L/F of CM fields, we say x is an L-potentially automorphic point if there
is a regular algebraic polarized cuspidal automorphic representation (pi, χ) of GLn(AL) such that
ρx|GL ∼= ρpi,ι and µ|GL+ = χι1−n.
In either case, we say x is ι-ordinary if pi is, and that x has level prime to p, resp. potentially prime
to p, if for all v|p the local representation piv is unramified, resp. becomes unramified after a finite
base change.
If Xrig is the rigid analytic generic fibre of Spf R, and xrig ∈ Xrig is the point corresponding to
ker(x) ⊂ R[1/p], then we say xrig is an automorhpic point if x is, and if this is the case we further say
xrig has level prime to p if x does.
5.2. Small R = T theorems from the literature. In this subsection we recall the small R = T
theorems that are used in the proofs of our main theorems. Before stating them, we recall some
terminology of [CHT08] for the deformation theory of r.
Let S˜ be a finite set of finite places of F such that every w ∈ S˜ is split over some v ∈ S, and S˜
contains at most one place above any v ∈ S. For each w ∈ S˜, let Rw be a quotient of Rw := Rρ|Gw
that represents a local deformation problem. By Lemma 3.1.1, the rings Rw in Theorems 5.2.4 to 5.2.6
below represent local deformation problems.
We refer to the tuple
S = (F/F+, S, S˜,O, r, µ, {Rw}w∈S˜)
as a global Gn-deformation datum. This differs from the definition in [CHT08, §2.3] in that our
ramification set S may contain places that do not split in F/F+, and S˜ is not required to contain a
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place above every v ∈ S. As the results in [Che11] make no assumption on the splitting behaviour in
F of the places in S r {v|p}, we also wish to make no such assumption.
A type S deformation of r is a deformation r : GF+,S → Gn(A) with A a CNLO-algebra such that
for any (equivalently for one) lift r in its deformation class
– ν ◦ r = µ, and
– for each w ∈ S˜, the CNLO-morphism Rw → A induced by the lift r|Gw of r|Gw = ρ|Gw , factors
through Rw.
We let DS be the set valued functor on CNLO that takes a CNLO-algebra A to the set of deformations
of type S. It is easy to see that DS is represented by a quotient RS of Rpol. Indeed, let RS˜ = ⊗̂w∈S˜Rw
and RlocS = ⊗̂w∈S˜Rw, where the completed tensor products are taken over O. A choice of lift r in the
equivalence class of the universal µ-polarized deformation of r determines a CNLO algebra morphism
R
S˜
→ Rpol by r 7→ {r|Gw}w∈S˜ . This RS˜ -algebra structure on Rpol may depend on the choice of lift
r, but it is canonical up to CNLO-automorphisms of RS˜ . We can then define
RS := RlocS ⊗R
S˜
Rpol.
We call RS the universal type S deformation ring, and note that it has an RlocS -algebra structure that
is canonical up to CNLO-automorphisms of RlocS . The following lemma follows immediately from the
construction of RS .
Lemma 5.2.1. Let S˜′ ⊆ S˜, and let S ′ be the global Gn-deformation datum
S ′ := (F/F+, S, S˜′,O, r, µ, {Rw}w∈S˜′).
Let T = S˜ r S˜′. There is a canonical isomorphism
RS ∼= RS′ ⊗(⊗̂w∈TRw) (⊗̂w∈TRw).
In particular, if Rw = R

w for all w ∈ S˜ r S˜′, then there is a canonical isomorphism RS ∼= RS′ .
Before proceeding, we introduce the conditions on the residual representation that appear as as-
sumptions in the small R = T theorems we quote. We first recall the definition of an adequate subgroup
of GLn(F) in [GHT14, §1].
Definition 5.2.2. A subgroup Γ of GLn(F) is adequate if the following hold:
1. H1(Γ,F) = 0 and H1(Γ, gln(F)/z) = 0, where z is the centre of gln(F);
2. EndF(F
n
) is spanned by the semisimple elements in Γ.
This is slightly more general than [Tho12, Definition 2.3], as it allows p|n. However, if p - n then
the two definitions are equivalent. We note that part 2 implies that Γ acts irreducibly on Fn. The
following partial converse is a theorem of Guralnick–Herzig–Taylor–Thorne [Tho12, Theorem A.9].
Theorem 5.2.3. Let Γ be a subgroup of GLn(F) that acts absolutely irreducibly on F
n
. Let Γ0 be
the subgroup of Γ generated by elements of p-power order. Let d ≥ 1 be the maximal dimension of an
irreducible Γ0-submodule of Fn. If p > 2(d+ 1), then Γ is adequate and p - n.
We now state the small R = T theorems that we use. The first of which is due to Barnet-Lamb–
Gee–Geraghty–Taylor [BLGGT14], with improvements by Barnet-Lamb–Gee–Geraghty [BLGG13a,
Appendix A] and Dieulefait–Gee [Die15, Appendix B].
Theorem 5.2.4. Assume that p - 2n and that every v|p in F+ splits in F . For each v|p in F+, fix a
choice of place v˜ of F above v, and set S˜p = {v˜}v|p in F+ . Assume further:
(a) µ is de Rham.
(b) ρ⊗ Fp ∼= ρpi,ι and µ = χι1−n mod mQp , where (pi, χ) is a regular algebraic polarized cuspidal
automorphic representation of GLn(AF ) such that ρpi,ι|Gv˜ is potentially diagonalizable for each
v˜ ∈ S˜p.
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(c) ρ(GF (ζp)) is adequate and ζp /∈ F .
For each v˜ ∈ S˜p, fix λv˜ ∈ (Zn+)Hom(Fv˜,Qp) and an inertial type τv˜ defined over E, and we let Rv˜ be a
quotient of Rλv˜,τv˜,crv˜ corresponding to a union of potentially diagonalizable irreducible components of
SpecRλv˜,τv˜,crv˜ . Let S be the global Gn-deformation datum
S = (F/F+, S, S˜p,O, r, µ, {Rv˜}v˜∈S˜p).
Then the following hold:
1. The universal type S deformation ring RS is finite over O.
2. Every x ∈ SpecRS(Qp) is automorphic of level potentially prime to p.
Proof. Part 2 follows from [Die15, Theorem 9]. To show part 1, we will apply [Tho12, Theorem 10.1].
However, we have not fixed irreducible components at the finite places v˜ ∈ S˜. We now explain
how we can reduce to this case using base change and [BLGG13a, Theorem 6.8]. Note that both
[Die15, Appendix B] and [BLGG13a, Theorem 6.8] use the stronger definition of adequate that implies
p - n.
To prove that RS is finite over O, it suffices to prove that RredS is finite over O. For this, it suffices
to prove that RS/q is finite over O for any minimal prime q of RS , since RredS injects into
∏
qRS/q.
Fix a minimal prime q of RS , and let rq : GF+,S → Gn(RS/q) be the induced deformation.
We now choose a finite solvable extension L/F of CM fields, with maximal totally real subfield L+,
satisfying the following:
– L is disjoint from the subfield of F fixed by r|GF (ζp) .
– Letting SL+ denote the set of places in L
+ above those in S, each w ∈ SL+ splits in L. For
each w ∈ SL+ we fix a choice of place w˜ in L above w such that if w|p, then w˜ lies above some
v˜ ∈ S˜p. We let S˜L = {w˜ | w ∈ SL+}.
– For each w˜ ∈ S˜L with w˜ - p, the CNLO-algebra map Rw˜ → RS/q induced by rq|Gw˜ factors
through the quotient R1w˜ of Proposition 3.2.1 (here we use Lemma 3.2.2).
– For each w˜ ∈ S˜L, τv˜|Gw˜ = 1, where v˜ ∈ S˜p is the place in S˜p below w˜.
We define a global Gn-deformation datum
SL = (L/L+, SL+ , S˜L,O, r|GL+ , µ|GL+ , {Rw˜}w˜∈S˜L)
where
– for w˜ - p, Rw˜ is a quotient of R1w˜ by a minimal prime through which the CNLO-algebra
morphism R1w˜ → RS/q induced by rq|Gw˜ factors;
– for w˜ | p, Rw˜ is a quotient of Rλw˜,crw˜ through which the CNLO-algebra morphism
Rλw˜,crw˜ −→ Rv˜ −→ RS/q
induced by rq|Gw˜ factors. Here λw˜,σ′ = λv˜,σ if σ′ : Lw˜ ↪→ Qp extends σ : Fv˜ ↪→ Qp.
The deformation rq|GL+ is of type SL, so there is an induced CNLO-algebra map RSL → RS/q, and
it is finite by [BLGGT14, Lemma 1.2.3]. So we are reduced to showing RSL is finite over O.
For w˜ - p, Rw˜ has characteristic zero by Proposition 3.2.1, so contains a Qp-point. For each v˜ ∈ S˜p,
Rw˜ contains a potentially diagonalizable point by choice of Rw˜ and Rv˜, where v˜ is the place of F below
w˜. We now apply [BLGG13a, Theorem 6.8], and we have a lift
r : GL+,SL+ −→ Gn(OQp)
that defines a type SL-deformation of r|GL+ . Then [Die15, Appendix B] implies there is a regular
algebraic polarized cuspidal automorphic representation (pi′, χ′) of GLn(AL) such that r|GL⊗Qp ∼= ρpi′,ι
and χ′ι
1−n = µ|GL+ .
Take w˜ ∈ S˜L. If w˜|p, then SpecRw˜[1/p] is the unique irreducible component of SpecRλw˜,crw˜ [1/p]
containing the point determined by r|Gw˜ , as Rλw˜,crw˜ [1/p] is formally smooth. If w˜ - p, then SpecRw˜[1/p]
is the unique irreducible component of SpecRw˜ [1/p] containing r|Gw˜ by [BLGGT14, Lemma 1.3.2],
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using local-global compatibility, i.e. part 3 of Theorem 4.1.1, and the fact that pi′ being cuspidal
implies that piw is generic for all finite w. We can now apply [Tho12, Theorem 10.1], using [Tho15b,
Proposition 7.1] in place of [Tho12, Proposition 4.4] (see [Tho15b, §7]). This completes the proof. 
For our purposes below, it would suffice to fix irreducible components at places dividing p in The-
orem 5.2.4 above, but we do not want to fix irreducible components at places not dividing p (see
Remark 5.3.6 below).
We have a similar theorem in the ordinary case, due to Geraghty [Ger10] and Thorne [Tho12].
Theorem 5.2.5. Assume p > 2 and that every v|p in F+ splits in F . For each v|p in F+, fix a choice
of place v˜ of F above v, and set S˜p = {v˜}v|p in F+ . Assume further:
(a) µ is de Rham.
(b) ρ ⊗ Fp ∼= ρpi,ι and µ = χι1−n mod mQp , where (pi, χ) is an ι-ordinary regular algebraic
polarized cuspidal automorphic representation of GLn(AF ).
(c) ρ(GF (ζp)) is adequate and ζp /∈ F .
For each v˜ ∈ S˜p, fix λv˜ ∈ (Zn+)Hom(Fv˜,Qp) and an inertial type τv˜ defined over E, and let Rv˜ be a
quotient of Rλv˜,τv˜,ordv˜ corresponding to a union of irreducible components of SpecR
λv˜,τv˜,ord
v˜ . Let S be
the global Gn-deformation datum
S = (F/F+, S, S˜p,O, r, µ, {Rv˜}v˜∈S˜p).
Then the following hold:
1. The universal type S deformation ring RS is finite over O.
2. Every x ∈ SpecRS(Qp) is ι-ordinary automorphic.
Proof. It suffices to consider the case Rv˜ = R
λv˜,τv˜,ord
v˜ for each v˜ ∈ S˜p. As with Theorem 5.2.4, we are
free to replace F with a finite solvable extension disjoint from the subfield of F fixed by r|GF (ζp) . After
such an extension, we may assume that
– every v ∈ S splits in F ;
– for every v˜ ∈ S˜ above p, τv˜ = 1.
By Lemma 5.2.1, we may also enlarge S˜ to ensure that it contains exactly one place w above any
v ∈ S, setting Rw = Rw for each w ∈ S˜ with w - p. We are now in the setting of [Tho12] and our
stated theorem is simply the combination of [Tho12, Theorem 9.1 and Theorem 10.1], again using
[Tho15b, Proposition 7.1] in place of [Tho12, Proposition 4.4]. 
Finally, using the potential automorphy results of Barnet-Lamb–Gee–Geraghty–Taylor [BLGGT14],
we also have a potential version of the above two theorems.
Theorem 5.2.6. Assume p > 2 and that every v|p in F+ splits in F . For each v|p in F+, fix a choice
of place v˜ of F above v, and set S˜p = {v˜}v|p in F+ . Assume further:
(a) µ is de Rham.
(b) ρ|GF (ζp) is absolutely irreducible and ζp /∈ F . Moreover, letting d denote the maximal dimension
of an irreducible subrepresentation of the restriction of ρ to the closed subgroup of GF generated
by all Sylow pro-p subgroups, we assume p > 2(d+ 1).
For each v˜ ∈ S˜p, fix λv˜ ∈ (Zn+)Hom(Fv˜,Qp) and an inertial type τv˜ defined over E, and we choose Rv˜
such that one of the following hold:
(i) For each v˜ ∈ S˜p, Rv˜ is a quotient of Rλv˜,τv˜,crv˜ corresponding to a union of potentially diago-
nalizable irreducible components of SpecRλv˜,τv˜,crv˜ .
(ii) For each v˜ ∈ S˜p, Rv˜ is a quotient of Rλv˜,τv˜,ordv˜ corresponding to a union of irreducible compo-
nents of SpecRλv˜,τv˜,ordv˜ .
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Let S be the global Gn-deformation datum
S = (F/F+, S, S˜p,O, r, µ, {Rv˜}v˜∈S˜p).
Then the following hold:
1. The universal type S deformation ring RS is finite over O.
2. Given any finite extension F (avoid)/F , there is a finite extension of CM fields L/F , disjoint
from F (avoid), such that every x ∈ SpecRS(Qp) is L-potentially automorphic.
Proof. We can and do assume that F (avoid) contains the fixed field of r|GF (ζp) . We first take a CM
extension M/F , disjoint from F (avoid), such that for any finite place w of M lying over a place in S,
ρ|Gw is trivial. In particular, for any finite place w of M lying above a place in S, ρ|Gw admits a
characteristic zero lift ρw, which we may assume satisfy ρ
c
cw
∼= ρ∨w⊗µ|Gw . Then, using assumption (b),
we can apply [BLGGT14, Proposition 3.3.1] to deduce the existence of a finite extension L/M of CM
fields, with maximal totally real subfield L+, and a regular algebraic polarized cuspidal automorphic
representation (pi, χ) of GLn(AL) such that
– L is disjoint from F (avoid);
– ρ|GL ⊗ Fp ∼= ρpi,ι and µ|GL+ = χι1−n;
– pi is unramified at p and outside of S;
– pi is ι-ordinary.
Let SL+ be the set of places of L
+ above S, S˜L be the set of places in L above S˜, and S˜L,p be the
set places in S˜L dividing p. For each w˜ ∈ S˜L,p, let λw˜ ∈ (Zn+)Hom(Lw˜,Qp) be given by λw˜,σ′ = λv˜,σ if
σ′ : Lw˜ ↪→ Qp extends σ : Fv˜ ↪→ Qp, and let τw˜ = τv˜|Iw˜ . We then consider the global Gn-deformation
datum
SL = (L/L+, SL+ , S˜L,O, r|GL+ , µ|GL+ , {Rw˜}w˜∈S˜L,p),
where
– if we are in case (i), then for each w˜ ∈ S˜L,p, Rw˜ is the quotient of Rλw˜,τw˜,crw˜ corresponding the
union of all potentially diagonalizable irreducible components;
– if we are in case (ii), then for each w˜ ∈ S˜L,p, Rw˜ = Rλw˜,τw˜,ordw˜ .
There is then a canonical CNLO-algebra map
RSL −→ RS ,
which is finite by [BLGGT14, Lemma 1.2.3]. The theorem now follows from Theorem 5.2.4 if we are
in case (i), and from Theorem 5.2.5 if we are in case (ii). 
5.3. The main theorems in the CM case. We first prove our main theorem in the potentially
diagonalizable case.
Theorem 5.3.1. Assume that p - 2n and that every v|p in F+ splits in F . For each v|p in F+, fix a
choice of place v˜ of F above v, and set S˜p = {v˜}v|p in F+ . Assume further:
(a) µ is de Rham.
(b) ρ⊗ Fp ∼= ρpi,ι and µ = χι1−n mod mQp , where (pi, χ) is a regular algebraic polarized cuspidal
automorphic representation of GLn(AF ) such that ρpi,ι|Gv˜ is potentially diagonalizable for each
v˜ ∈ S˜p.
(c) ρ|GF (ζp) is adequate and ζp /∈ F .
(d) H0(Gv˜, ad(ρ)(1)) = 0 for every v˜ ∈ S˜p.
Then any irreducible component of SpecRpol contains an automorphic point x of level potentially prime
to p.
Moreover, assume that for every v˜ ∈ S˜p, we are given λv˜ ∈ (Zn+)Hom(Fv˜,Qp), an inertial type τv˜
defined over E, and a nonzero potentially diagonalizable irreducible component Cv˜ of SpecRλv˜,τv˜,crv˜ .
Then we may assume the Qp-point of SpecRv˜ determined by ρx|Gv˜ lies in Cv˜ for each v˜ ∈ S˜p.
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Proof. We first note that our assumption (b) implies that for each v˜ ∈ S˜p, there is a choice of λv˜ ∈
(Zn+)Hom(Fv˜,Qp), inertial type τv˜ defined over E, and nonzero potentially diagonalizable irreducible
component Cv˜ of SpecRλv˜,τv˜,crv˜ (enlarging E if necessary using Lemma 2.1.1). We fix such a choice for
each v˜ ∈ S˜p.
Fix an irreducible component C of SpecRpol. Set Rloc = ⊗̂v˜∈S˜pRv , and let
X loc = Spec(⊗̂Rv˜) ⊂ SpecRloc,
where Rv˜ is the quotient of R
λv˜,τv˜,cr
v˜ corresponding to Cv˜. Choosing a lift r : GF+,S → Gn(Rpol) in
the class of the universal µ-polarized deformation gives a local CNLO-algebra morphism Rloc → Rpol,
and we let X = X loc ×SpecRloc SpecRpol under this map. Then X = SpecRS , where S is the global
Gn-deformation datum
S = (F/F+, S, S˜p,O, r, µ, {Rv˜}v˜∈S˜p).
Part 1 of Theorem 5.2.4 implies that X is finite over O. We also have
– Rloc is isomorphic to a power series over O in n2|S˜p|+n2[F+ : Q]-variables by assumption (d)
and Lemma 3.3.1;
– dimX loc = 1 +
∑
v˜∈S˜p n
2 + n(n−1)2 [Fv˜ : Qp] = 1 + n
2|S˜p|+ n(n−1)2 [F+ : Q] by Theorem 3.3.2;
– dim C ≥ 1 + n(n+1)2 [F+ : Q] by Lemma 5.1.1.
We can now apply Lemma 1.1.2 to conclude that
C ∩ (X ⊗O E) = C ∩ SpecRS [1/p] 6= ∅.
Applying part 2 of Theorem 5.2.4 finishes the proof. 
Using the polarization, the condition H0(Gv˜, ad(ρ)(1)) = 0 for all v˜ ∈ S˜p appearing in Theorem 5.3.1
and Theorem 5.3.2 and Corollary 5.3.3 below is equivalent to H0(Gw, ad(ρ)(1)) = 0 for all w|p in F ,
which is the condition in Theorem 5.4.1 below. This is also equivalent to there being no nonzero
F[Gw]-equivariant map ρ|Gw → ρ|Gw(1), which is how this condition was stated in the introduction.
Our main theorem in the ordinary case is the following.
Theorem 5.3.2. Assume p > 2 and that every v|p in F+ splits in F . For each v|p in F+, fix a choice
of place v˜ of F above v, and set S˜p = {v˜}v|p in F+ . Assume further:
(a) µ is de Rham.
(b) ρ ⊗ Fp ∼= ρpi,ι and µ = χι1−n mod mQp , where (pi, χ) is an ι-ordinary regular algebraic
polarized cuspidal automorphic representation of GLn(AF ).
(c) ρ(GF (ζp)) is adequate and ζp /∈ F .
(d) H0(Gv, ad(ρ)(1)) = 0 for every v˜ ∈ S˜p.
Then any irreducible component C of SpecRpol contains an ι-ordinary automorphic point x.
Moreover, assume that for every v˜ ∈ S˜p, we are given λv˜ ∈ (Zn+)Hom(Fv˜,Qp), an inertial type τv˜
defined over E, and a nonzero irreducible component Cv˜ of SpecRλv˜,τv˜,ordv˜ . Then we may assume the
Qp-point of SpecRv˜ determined by ρx|Gv˜ lies in Cv˜ for each v˜ ∈ S˜p.
Proof. We first note that Theorem 4.1.1 and our assumption (b) implies that for each v˜ ∈ S˜p, there is
a choice of λv˜ ∈ (Zn+)Hom(Fv˜,Qp) and inertial type τv˜ defined over E, such that Rλv˜,τv˜,ordv˜ 6= 0 (enlarging
E if necessary using Lemma 2.1.1).
The proof is then almost identical to the proof of Theorem 5.3.1, taking X loc = Spec(⊗̂Rv˜), with Rv˜
the quotient of Rλv˜,τv˜,ordv˜ by the minimal prime corresponding to Cv˜, and using Theorem 5.2.5 instead
of Theorem 5.2.4 and Theorem 3.3.5 instead of Theorem 3.3.2. 
Corollary 5.3.3. Let the assumptions be as in either Theorem 5.3.1 or Theorem 5.3.2. Then Rpol is
an O-flat, reduced, complete intersection ring of dimension 1 + n(n+1)2 [F+ : Q].
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Proof. Theorem 5.3.1 and Theorem 5.3.2 imply that for any minimal prime ideal q of Rpol there
is an automorphic point x ∈ Spec(Rpol/q)(Qp). In particular, this shows Rpol/q is O-flat, and it
has dimension 1 + n(n+1)2 [F
+ : Q] by [All15, Theorem C]. So Rpol is equidimensional of dimension
1 + n(n+1)2 [F
+ : Q]. This together with Lemma 5.1.1 implies that Rpol is a complete intersection. This
in turn implies that Rpol has no embedded prime ideals, and since p does not belong to any minimal
prime ideal, it is not a zero divisor and Rpol is O-flat. Applying [All15, Theorem C] again, we see that
Rpol is generically regular. Since Rpol is generically regular and contains no embedded prime ideals,
it is reduced. 
Strengthening the assumption on the residual representation slightly, we can apply potential auto-
morphy theorems to deduce the conclusion of Corollary 5.3.3 without assuming residual automorphy.
Theorem 5.3.4. Assume that p > 2 and that every v|p in F+ splits in F . Assume further:
(a) µ is de Rham.
(b) ρ|GF (ζp) is absolutely irreducible and ζp /∈ F . Moreover, letting d denote the maximal dimension
of an irreducible subrepresentation of the restriction of ρ to the closed subgroup of GF generated
by all Sylow pro-p subgroups, we assume p > 2(d+ 1).
(c) H0(Gv˜, ad(ρ)(1)) = 0 for every v˜ ∈ S˜p.
(d) One of the following hold:
(i) for each v˜ ∈ S˜p, ρ|Gv˜ admits a regular weight potentially diagonalizable lift;
(ii) for each v˜ ∈ S˜p, ρ|Gv˜ admits a regular weight ordinary lift.
Then the following hold.
1. For any given finite extension F (avoid) of F , there is a finite extension L/F of CM fields,
disjoint from F (avoid), such that any irreducible component SpecRpol contains an L-potentially
automorphic point.
2. Rpol is an O-flat, reduced, complete intersection ring of dimension 1 + n(n+1)2 [F+ : Q].
Proof. By assumption (d), for each v˜ ∈ S˜p, there is a choice of λ ∈ (Zn+)Hom(Fv˜,Qp) and an inertial type
τv˜ defined over E (extending E if necessary), such that
– Rλv˜,τv˜,crv˜ has a potentially diagonalizable point if we are in case (i), in which case we fix a
potentially diagonalizable irreducible component Cv˜ of SpecRλv˜,τv˜,crv˜ ;
– Rλv˜,τv˜,ordv˜ 6= 0 if we are in case (ii), in which case we fix an irreducible component Cv˜ of
SpecRλv˜,τv˜,ordv˜ .
The proof of part 1 is then exactly as in Theorem 5.3.1, using Theorem 5.2.6 instead of Theorem 5.2.4,
and the proof of part 2 is exactly as in Theorem 5.3.4, using part 1 instead of Theorems 5.3.1 and 5.3.2
(note [All15, Theorem C] only requires potential automorphy). 
Remark 5.3.5. It is expected that case (i) of assumption (d) in Theorem 5.3.4 always holds [EG14,
Conjecture A.3], and it is known in many cases by work of Gee–Herzig–Liu–Savitt [GHLS15]. For
example, assume that there is a Gv˜-stable filtration 0 = U0 ⊂ U1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Uk = Fn whose graded pieces
Ui/Ui−1 are irreducible, such that there is no nonzero F[Gv˜]-morphism Ui−1(−1) → Ui/Ui−1 for any
1 ≤ i ≤ k. Then [GHLS15, Corollary 2.1.11] implies that ρv˜ admits a potentially diagonalizable lift of
regular weight (see [GHLS15, Examples 2.1.4]).
Remark 5.3.6. We note that it is possible to prove versions of the main theorems here without the
potentially diagonalizable or ordinary hypothesis at the expense of a stronger assumption on the
residual image. In particular, that each v ∈ S splits in F and that H0(Gw, ad(ρ)(1)) = 0 for all places
w above a place in S, as opposed to just the ones above p. This is because the only general R = T
theorem at our disposal, without a potentially diagonalizable or ordinary assumption, is the minimal
R = T theorem [Tho12, Theorem 7.1]. To apply Lemma 1.1.2 in this situation, it would be necessary
to include all places in S when defining Rloc and X loc. This would then force us to require that the
unrestricted local deformation rings are regular at all places in S.
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5.4. Density of automorphic points. We now combine our main theorems with [All15] and the
work of Chenevier [Che11] to prove new cases of Chenevier’s conjecture [Che11, Conjecture 1.15].
Recall F is a CM field with maximal totally real subfield F+, and we have a fixed isomorphism
Qp
∼−→ C. We now assume that our finite set of finite places S of F+ contains all finite places that
ramify in F (as well as all those above p). We restrict ourselves to dimension 3, i.e.
ρ : GF,S −→ GL3(F)
is continuous and absolutely irreducible. We also restrict ourselves to the conjugate self dual case, i.e.
we assume
ρc ∼= ρ∨ ⊗ µ with µ = −2δF/F+ mod mO.
Theorem 5.4.1. Let the assumptions and notation be as above §5.4. Let Rpol be the universal
−2δF/F+-polarized deformation ring for ρ, and let X be its rigid analytic generic fibre. Assume further:
(a) p > 2 and is totally split in F .
(b) ρ ⊗ Fp ∼= ρpi,ι, where pi is a regular algebraic conjugate self dual cuspidal automorphic repre-
sentation of GL3(AF ) such that for each w|p in F , piw is unramified and ρpi,ι|Gw is potentially
diagonalizable. If p = 3, then we further assume that pi is ι-ordinary.
(c) ρ(GF (ζp)) is adequate and ζp /∈ F .
(d) H0(Gw, ad(ρ)(1)) = 0 for every w|p in F .
Then the set of automorphic points of level prime to p in X is Zariski dense.
Proof. By [Che11, Theorem A], the Zariski closure in X of the set of automorphic points of level prime
to p has dimension at least 6[F+ : Q]. (Chenevier actually works with the universal δF/F+ -polarized
deformation ring, but this is simply because of a difference in normalization: in [Che11], the ρpi,ι are
normalized so that ρcpi,ι
∼= ρ∨pi,ι, whereas our normalization yields ρcpi,ι ∼= ρ∨pi,ι⊗ −2.) By Corollary 5.3.3,
Rpol is O-flat, reduced, and equidimensional of dimension 1 + 6[F+ : Q]. Theorems 5.3.1 and 5.3.2
imply that every irreducible component of SpecRpol contains an automorphic point of level prime to p,
and [All15, Theorem C] implies that (Rpol)∧x is formally smooth over E for any such point x. Applying
Lemma 1.2.4 finishes the proof. 
Theorem 5.4.1 and Lemma 1.2.2 immediately imply:
Corollary 5.4.2. Let the assumptions and notation be as in Theorem 5.4.1. Then the set of auto-
morphic points of level prime to p in SpecRpol is Zariski dense.
6. The Hilbert modular case
We now investigate the Hilbert modular case, i.e. the case of two dimensional representations of
the absolute Galois group of a totally real field. We first fix some assumptions and notation that will
be used throughout this section.
6.1. Setup. Throughout this section we assume p > 2 and fix an isomorphism ι : Qp
∼−→ C. We
assume that our number field F is totally real, and we fix a finite set of finite places S of F containing
all places above p. Let FS be the maximal extension of F unramified outside of the places in S and
the infinite places, and we set GF,S = Gal(FS/F ). We fix a continuous absolutely irreducible
ρ : GF,S −→ GL2(F)
such that det ρ is totally odd. We also fix a continuous character character µ : GF,S → O× such that
det ρ = µ, where µ denotes the reduction of µ modulo mO. We let Runiv be the universal deformation
ring for ρ, and let Rµ be the universal determinant µ deformation ring for ρ.
Definition 6.1.1. Let R be a quotient of Runiv, let x ∈ SpecR(Qp), and let ρx be the pushforward
of the universal deformation via Runiv  R x−→ Qp.
We say x is an automorphic point if there is a regular algebraic cuspidal automorphic representation
pi of GL2(AF ) such that ρx ∼= ρpi,ι. We say x has level prime to p if piv is unramified for each v|p in F .
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Given a finite extension L/F of totally real fields, we say x is an L-potentially automorphic point if
there is a regular algebraic cuspidal automorphic representation pi of GL2(AL) such that ρx|GL ∼= ρpi,ι
We say x is an essentially automorphic point if there is a regular algebraic cuspidal automorphic
representation pi of GL2(AF ) and a continuous character ψ : GF,S → Q×p , such ρx ∼= ρpi,ι ⊗ ψ. If piv is
unramified for each v|p, then we say x has level essentially prime to p.
If Xrig is the rigid analytic generic fibre of Spf R, and xrig ∈ Xrig is the point corresponding to
ker(x) ⊂ R[1/p], then we say xrig is an automorhpic point, resp. an essentially automorphic point, if x
is, and if this is the case we further say xrig has level essentially prime to p if x does.
It is necessary to introduce the notion of essentially automorphic points to avoid assuming Leopoldt’s
conjecture. We will find use for the following standard lemma, cf. [Bo¨c98, Proposition 2.1].
Lemma 6.1.2. Let Γ be the maximal pro-p abelian quotient of GF,S, and let Ψ : GF,S → O[[Γ]]× be
the tautological character. Let d˜et ρ : GF,S → O× be the Teichmu¨ller lift of det ρ, and let µ̂ 12 : GF,S →
1 + mO be the unique character such that (µ̂
1
2 )2 = µ(d˜et ρ)−1 (here we use that p > 2).
The CNLO-algebra morphism Runiv → Rµ⊗̂O[[Γ]] induced by ρµ ⊗ µ̂ 12 Ψ is an isomorphism.
This has the following immediate corollary that will allow us to deduce the existence of automorphic
points in the irreducible components of the nonfixed determinant deformation ring from the existence
of automorphic points in the irreducible components of fixed determinant deformation rings.
Lemma 6.1.3. Let C be an irreducible component of SpecRuniv. After possibly enlarging O, there is
a finite p-power order character θ : GF,S → O× such that some irreducible component of SpecRθµ ⊆
SpecRuniv is contained in C, where Rθµ is the universal determinant θµ deformation ring for ρ.
Proposition 6.1.4. There is a presentation
Rµ ∼= O[[x1, . . . , xg]]/(f1, . . . , fk)
with g − k ≥ 2[F : Q]. In particular, each irreducible component of SpecRµ has dimension at least
1 + 2[F : Q].
Proof. This follows from Proposition 2.1.3 and the global Euler–Poincare´ characteristic formula, since
det ρ is totally odd. 
Corollary 6.1.5. There is a presentation
Runiv ∼= O[[x1, . . . , xg]]/(f1, . . . , fk)
with g − k ≥ 1 + dF + 2[F : Q], where dF is the Leopoldt defect for F and p. In particular, every
irreducible component of SpecRuniv has dimension at least 2 + dF + 2[F : Q].
Proof. Let Γ be the maximal pro-p abelian quotient of GF,S . Then Γ ∼= Z1+dFp × Γtor with Γtor a
product of finite cyclic groups of p-power order. From this it follows that O[[Γ]] has a presentation
O[[Γ]] ∼= O[[y1, . . . , yr]]/(g1, . . . , gs)
with r − s = 1 + dF . The corollary then follows from Proposition 6.1.4 and Lemma 6.1.2. 
We will need a smoothness result analogous to [All15, Theorem C] in the Hilbert modular case.
Theorem 6.1.6. Let L/F be a finite extension of totally real fields, and let x ∈ SpecRµ(Qp) ⊂
SpecRuniv(Qp) be an L-potentially automorphic point. Let (Rµ)∧x and (Runiv)∧x denote the respective
localizations and completions at x.
If ρ(GL(ζp)) is adequate, then (R
µ)∧x and (R
univ)∧x are formally smooth over E of dimensions 2[F : Q]
and 1 + dF + 2[F : Q], respectively.
Proof. Let Γ be the maximal pro-p abelian quotient of Γ, and fix a splitting Γ ∼= Γfree × Γtor with
Γfree ∼= Z1+dFp and Γtor finite. Using Lemma 2.1.1, we can assume that E contains the values of any
Qp-character of Γtor as well as the values of det ρx. Using Lemma 6.1.2 and choosing appropriate topo-
logical generators for Γfree, we have R
univ ∼= Rµ[[y1, . . . , y1+dF ]][Γtor], and we can assume y1, . . . , y1+dF
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lie in the kernel of x. This implies (Runiv)∧x ∼= (Rµ)∧x [[y1, . . . , y1+dF ]], and the result for Runiv follows
from that for Rµ.
The result for Rµ follows from [All15, Theorem B] using an argument as in [Kis04, §8]. We give
a sketch. Let k = Rµ[1/p]/ ker(x), and let ρ : GF,S → GL2(k) be the pushforward of the universal
Rµ-valued deformation via Rµ[1/p]  k. We let ad0(ρ) denote the trace zero subspace of the Lie
algebra of GL2(k), equipped with the adjoint GF,S-action ad ◦ρ. By [All15, Theorem B], the geometric
Bloch–Kato Selmer group
H1g (GF,S , ad
0(ρ)) := ker
(
H1(GF,S , ad
0(ρ))→
∏
v|p
H1(Gv, BdR ⊗Qp ad0(ρ))
)
is trivial. Using this, the argument of [Kis04, Theorem 8.2] shows that H1(GF,S , ad
0(ρ)) injects into∏
v|p
Fil0(BdR ⊗Qp ad0(ρ))Gv ,
and this space has k-dimension
∑
v|p 2[Fv : Qp] = 2[F : Q], since the Hodge–Tate weights for ρ|Gv are
distinct for each v|p and each embedding σ : Fv ↪→ Qp. On the other hand, using the argument of
[Kis03, Proposition 9.5], H1(GF,S , ad
0(ρ)) is isomorphic to the tangent space of (Rµ)∧x and dim(R
µ)∧x ≥
2[F : Q] by Proposition 6.1.4. 
6.2. Small R = T theorems from the literature. Let S˜ ⊆ S, and for each v ∈ S˜, let Rv be a
quotient of Rv := R

ρ|Gv that represents a local deformation problem. By Lemma 3.1.1, the rings Rv
in Theorems 6.2.1 and 6.2.2 below represent local deformation problems.
We refer to the tuple
S = (F, S, S˜,O, ρ, µ, {Rv}v∈S˜)
as a global GL2-deformation datum. A type S deformation of ρ is a deformation ρ : GF,S → GL2(A)
with A a CNLO-algebra such that for any (equivalently for one) lift ρ in its deformation class
– det ρ = µ, and
– for each v ∈ S˜, the CNLO-morphism Rv → A induced by the lift ρ|Gv of ρ|Gv , factors through
Rv.
The set valued functor DS on CNLO that takes a CNLO-algebra A to the set of deformations of type
S is representable. Indeed a choice of lift ρµ in the universal Rµ-valued deformation determines a
CNLO-algebra morphism ⊗̂v∈S˜Rv → Rµ, which is canonical up to automorphisms of ⊗̂v∈S˜Rv . Then
DS is represented by
RS := Rµ ⊗(⊗̂v∈S˜Rv ) (⊗̂v∈S˜Rv).
We call RS the universal type S deformation ring.
We will deduce the following small R = T theorem from Theorem 5.2.4, using an input due to
Barnet-Lamb–Gee–Geraghty [BLGG13b]. As in §5, both parts 1 and 2 are crucial for our main
theorems in this section.
Theorem 6.2.1. Recall we have assumed p > 2 and det ρ is totally odd. Assume further:
(a) µ is de Rham
(b) ρ⊗ Fp ∼= ρpi,ι, where pi is regular algebraic cuspidal automorphic representation of GL2(AF ).
(c) ρ(GF (ζp)) is adequate.
For each v|p, let λv ∈ (Zn+)Hom(Fv,Qp) and τv be an inertial type defined over E, and let Rv be a
quotient Rλv,τv,cr,µv corresponding to a union of potentially diagonalizable irreducible components. Let
S be the global GL2-deformation datum
S = (F, S, Sp,O, ρ, µ, {Rv}v∈Sp).
and let RS be the universal type S deformation ring. Then
1. RS is finite over O.
2. Every Qp-point of SpecRS is an automorphic point of level potentially prime to p.
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Proof. By [BLGG13b, Theorem 2.1.2] (and it’s proof), there is a finite solvable totally real extension
L/F , disjoint from the fixed field of ρ|GF (ζp) , and a regular algebraic cuspidal automorphic represen-
tation pi′ of GL2(AL) such that ρ|GL ⊗ Fp ∼= ρpi′,ι and such that ρpi′,ι|Gw is potentially diagonalizable
for any w|p in L. Let χ denote the central character of pi′, and let SL denote the set of places in L
above those in S.
Now choose a quadratic CM extension M/L, disjoint from ρ|GL(ζp) , such that each w|p in L splits
in M . Using the standard symplectic pairing for GL2 and Lemma 2.2.2, ρ|GM extends to a continuous
homomorphism
r : GL,SL −→ G2(F)
with ν ◦ r = µ|GL . Using [BLGGT14, Lemma 2.2.2], there is a regular algebraic cuspidal automorphic
representation Π of GL2(AM ) such that (Π, χ) is polarized and such that ρpi′,ι|GM = ρΠ,ι. In particular,
r|GM ⊗ Fp ∼= ρΠ,ι, µ|GL = χι−1 mod mQp , and ρΠ,ι|Gw is potentially diagonalizable for each w|p in
M . Note also that ρ(GM(ζp)) is adequate and ζp /∈M , by choice of M .
For each w|p in L, fix a choice of w˜ above w in M , and set S˜p = {w˜}w|p in L. For each w˜ ∈ S˜p, if
v is the place below it in F , we let τw˜ = τv|Iw˜ and λw˜ ∈ (Zn+)Hom(Mw˜,Qp) be given by λw˜,σ′ = λv,σ if
σ′ : Mw˜ ↪→ Qp extends σ : Fv ↪→ Qp. For each w˜ ∈ S˜p, we then let Rw˜ be the quotient of Rλw˜,τw˜,crw˜
corresponding to the union of all potentially diagonalizable irreducible components. We then have a
global G2-deformation datum
SM = (M/L, SL, S˜p,O, r, µ, {Rw˜}w˜∈S˜p),
and we let RSM be the universal type SM deformation ring. For any type S deformation ρ of ρ to a
CNLO-algebra A, again using the standard symplectic pairing for GL2 and Lemma 2.2.2, we obtain a
type SM deformation
r : GL,SL −→ G2(A).
We deduce the existence of a CNLO-algebra map RSL → RS . A standard argument using Nakayama’s
Lemma and [KW09a, Lemma 3.6] shows that this map is finite. Part 1 now follows from part 1 of
Theorem 5.2.4, and 2 follows from part 2 of Theorem 5.2.4 and [BLGGT14, Lemma 2.2.2]. 
We again combine this with potential automorphy theorems.
Theorem 6.2.2. Let the notation and assumptions be as in the beginning of this section, and assume
further:
(a) µ is de Rham.
(b) ρ(GF (ζp)) is adequate.
For each v|p, let λv ∈ (Zn+)Hom(Fv,Qp) and τv be an inertial type defined over E, and let Rv be a
quotient Rλv,τv,cr,µv corresponding to a union of potentially diagonalizable irreducible components. Let
S be the global GL2-deformation datum
S = (F, S, Sp,O, ρ, µ, {Rv}v∈Sp).
and let RS be the universal type S deformation ring. Then
1. RS is finite over O.
2. Given any finite extension F (avoid)/F , there is a finite extension of totally real fields L/F ,
disjoint from F (avoid), such that every Qp-point of SpecRS is L-potentially automorphic.
Proof. We can and do assume that F (avoid) contains the fixed field of ρ|GF (ζp) . By [Tay02, Corol-
lary 1.7], we can find a finite totally real extension L/F and a regular algebraic cuspidal automor-
phic representation pi of GL2(AL) such that ρ|GL ⊗ Fp ∼= ρpi,ι. Further, by using the refinement
[HSBT10, Proposition 2.1] of Moret-Bailly’s theorem in place of [Tay02, Theorem G], we may assume
L is disjoint from F (avoid) (see also [BLGGT14, Theorem 3.1.2]). Let SL, resp. SL,p, denotes the set of
places of L above S, resp. above p. For each w ∈ SL,p, if v is the place below it in F , we let τw = τv|Iw
and λw ∈ (Zn+)Hom(Lw,Qp) be given by λw,σ′ = λv,σ if σ′ : Lw ↪→ Qp extends σ : Fv ↪→ Qp. For each
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w ∈ SL,p, we then let Rw be the quotient of Rλw,τw,cr,µw corresponding the union of all potentially
diagonalizable irreducible components. We have the global GL2-deformation datum
SL = (L, SL, SL,p,O, ρ|GL , µ|GL , {Rw}w∈SL,p),
and the universal type SL-deformation ring RSL . There is a natural map RSL → RS , which is finite
([KW09a, Lemma 3.6]). The theorem now follows from applying Theorem 6.2.1 to RSL . 
6.3. The main theorems in the Hilbert modular case. We can now prove our main theorems in
the Hilbert modular case.
Theorem 6.3.1. Recall we have assumed p > 2 and that det ρ is totally odd. Assume further:
(a) µ is de Rham.
(b) ρ⊗Fp ∼= ρpi,ι, where pi is a regular algebraic cuspidal automorphic representation of GL2(AF ).
(c) ρ(GF (ζp)) is adequate.
(d) H0(Gv, ad
0(ρ)(1)) = 0 for every v|p.
Then any irreducible component C of SpecRµ contains an automorphic point x of level potentially
prime to p.
Moreover, assume that for every v|p in F , we are given λv ∈ (Zn+)Hom(Fv,Qp), an inertial type τv
defined over E, and a nonzero potentially diagonalizable irreducible component Cv of SpecRλv,τv,cr,µv .
Then we can assume that the Qp-point of SpecRv determined by ρx|Gv lies in Cv for each v|p.
Proof. We first note that by Lemma 3.3.4, for each v|p there is a choice of λv ∈ (Zn+)Hom(Fv,Qp),
inertial type τv defined over E, and nonzero potentially diagonalizable irreducible component Cv of
SpecRλv,τv,cr,µv , which we fix. The proof now is similar to Theorem 5.3.1; we give the details.
Fix an irreducible component C of SpecRµ. Set Rloc = ⊗̂v∈SpR,µv , and let
X loc = Spec(⊗̂v∈SpRv) ⊆ SpecRloc,
where Rv is the quotient of R
λv,τv,cr,µ
v corresponding to Cv. Choosing a lift ρµ : GF,S → GL2(Rµ) in
the class of the universal determinant µ deformation gives a local CNLO-algebra morphism Rloc → Rµ,
and we let X = X loc ×SpecRloc SpecRµ. Then X = SpecRS , where S is the global GL2-deformation
datum
S = (F, S, Sp,O, ρ, µ, {Rv}v∈Sp).
Part 1 of Theorem 6.2.1 implies that X is finite over O. We also have
– Rloc is isomorphic to a power series over O in 3|Sp|+ 3[F : Q]-variables by assumption (d) and
Lemma 3.3.1;
– dimX loc = 1 +
∑
v∈Sp 3 + [Fv : Qp] = 1 + 3|Sp|+ [F : Q] by Corollary 3.3.3;
– dim C ≥ 1 + 2[F : Q] by Proposition 6.1.4.
We can now apply Lemma 1.1.2 to conclude that
C ∩ (X ⊗O E) = C ∩ SpecRS [1/p] 6= ∅.
Applying part 2 Theorem 6.2.1 finishes the proof. 
Remark 6.3.2. An analogue of Theorem 6.3.1 can be proved with “potentially diagonalizable” replaced
with “semistable with distinct Hodge–Tate weights”, at the cost of assuming p is totally split in F by
using the R = T theorem of Kisin [Kis09] and the subsequent improvements on the Breuil–Me´zard
conjecture due to Pasˇku¯nas [Pasˇ15] and Hu–Tan [HT14]. We leave the precise statements to the reader.
We also have the potential version of the above theorem.
Theorem 6.3.3. Recall we have assumed p > 2 and that det ρ is totally odd. Assume further:
(a) µ is de Rham.
(b) ρ(GF (ζp)) is adequate.
(c) H0(Gv, ad
0(ρ)(1)) = 0 for every v|p.
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Then given any finite extension F (avoid)/F , there is a finite extension L/F of totally real fields, disjoint
F (avoid), such that every irreducible component C of SpecRµ contains an L-potentially automorphic
point x.
Moreover, assume that for every v|p in F , we are given λv ∈ (Zn+)Hom(Fv,Qp), an inertial type τv
defined over E, and a nonzero potentially diagonalizable irreducible component Cv of SpecRλv,τv,cr,µv .
Then we can assume that the Qp-point of SpecRv determined by ρx|Gv lies in Cv for each v|p.
Proof. The proof is identical to the proof of Theorem 6.3.1, except using Theorem 6.2.2 in place of
Theorem 6.2.1. 
Lemma 6.1.3 and Theorem 6.3.1 immediately imply.
Corollary 6.3.4. 1. Let the assumptions be as in Theorem 6.3.1. Then any irreducible compo-
nent of SpecRuniv contains an automorphic point.
2. Let the assumptions be as in Theorem 6.3.3. Then for any given finite extension F (avoid), there
is a finite extension L/F of totally real fields, disjoint form F (avoid), such that every irreducible
component of SpecRuniv contains an L-potentially automorphic point.
As in §5, we also deduce ring theoretic properties for Runiv and Rµ.
Corollary 6.3.5. Recall we have assumed p > 2 and that det ρ is totally odd. Assume further:
(a) ρ(GF (ζp)) is adequate.
(b) H0(Gv, ad
0(ρ)(1)) = 0 for every v|p.
Then Runiv and Rµ are O-flat, reduced, complete intersection rings of dimensions 2 + dF + 2[F : Q]
and 1 + 2[F : Q], respectively.
Proof. The proof for Runiv is similar to that of Corollary 5.3.3. We give the details.
Part 2 of Corollary 6.3.4 implies that there is a finite extension L/F of totally real fields, disjoint
form the fixed field of ρ|GF (ζp) , such that for any minimal prime ideal q of Runiv there is an L-
potentially automorphic point x ∈ Spec(Runiv/q)(Qp). In particular, this shows Runiv/q is O-flat,
and it has dimension 2 + dF + 2[F : Q] by Theorem 6.1.6. So Runiv is equidimensional of dimension
2 + dF + 2[F : Q]. This together with Corollary 6.1.5 implies that Runiv is a complete intersection.
This in turn implies that Runiv has no embedded prime ideals, and since p does not belong to any
minimal prime ideal, it is not a zero divisor and Runiv is O-flat. Applying Theorem 6.1.6 again, we see
that Runiv is generically regular. Since Runiv is generically regular and contains no embedded prime
ideals, it is reduced.
When µ is de Rham, the proof for Rµ is the same, using Theorem 6.3.3 instead of part 2 of
Corollary 6.3.4, and Proposition 6.1.4 instead of Corollary 6.1.5. When µ : GF,S → O× is an arbitrary
character lifting det ρ, we choose a character µ′ : GF,S → O× lifting det ρ such that µ′ is de Rham. Since
p > 2, there is a character (µ′µ−1)
1
2 : GF,S → 1 + mO such that ((µ′µ−1) 12 )2 = µ′µ−1. Twisting the
universal determinant µ-deformation of ρ by (µ′µ−1)
1
2 induces a CNLO-algebra isomorphism Rµ
′ ∼−→
Rµ. This completes the proof. 
Finally, combining the above with Theorem 6.1.6 and the work of Gouvea–Mazur and Chenevier,
we obtain:
Theorem 6.3.6. Assume p > 2 and that det ρ is totally odd. Let X be the rigid analytic generic fibre
of Spf Runiv. Assume further:
(a) p is totally split in F , and if F 6= Q, then [F : Q] is even.
(b) ρ⊗ Fp ∼= ρpi,ι, where pi is a regular algebraic cuspidal automorphic representation of GL2(AF )
such that for all v|p, piv is unramified and ρpi,ι|Gv is potentially diagonalizable.
(c) ρ(GF (ζp)) is adequate.
(d) H0(Gv, ad
0(ρ)(1)) = 0 for every v|p.
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Then the set of essentially automorphic points of level essentially prime to p in X is Zariski dense. If
Leopoldt’s conjecture holds for F and p, then the set of automorphic points of level essentially prime
to p in X is Zariski dense.
Proof. Note that if Leopoldt’s conjecture holds for F and p, then the set of essentially automorphic
points of level essentially prime to p and the set of automorphic points of level essentially prime to p
coincide, so the second claim follows from the first.
Work of Gouvea and Mazur when F = Q (see [Eme01, Corollary 2.28]) and Chenevier [Che11,
Theorem 5.9] when [F : Q] is even, implies that the Zariski closure in X of the set of essentially
automorphic points of level essentially prime to p has dimension at least 1 + dF + 2[F : Q]. By
Corollary 6.3.5, Runiv is O-flat, reduced, and equidimensional of dimension 2 +dF + 2[F : Q]. Then by
Theorem 6.1.6 and Lemma 1.2.4, it suffices to prove that every irreducible component of SpecRuniv
contains an automorphic point of level essentially prime to p.
Fix an irreducible component C of SpecRuniv, and let µ = det ρpi,ι. By Lemma 6.1.3, there is a finite
p-power order character θ : GF,S → O× (extending E if necessary) and an irreducible component Cθµ of
SpecRθµ such that Cθµ ⊂ C. Since p > 2, there is a finite p-power order character η : GF,S → O× such
that η2 = θ. Twisting by η gives an isomorphism Rµ
∼−→ Rθµ, so there is an irreducible component Cµ
of SpecRµ such that twisting by η yields an isomorphism Cµ ∼−→ Cθµ. By our assumption on pi, for each
v|p there is a choice of λv ∈ (Zn+)Hom(Fv,Qp) such that Rλv,crv 6= 0 and has a potentially diagonalizable
irreducible component Cv. Applying Theorem 6.3.1, we deduce there is an automorphic point x on Cµ
whose image in SpecRv lies on Cv for each v|p. In particular, ρx|Gv is crystalline for each v|p. By
local global compatibility, we deduce that x has level prime to p. Then ρx⊗ η is an automorphic point
on Cθµ ⊂ C of level essentially prime to p, which completes the proof. 
Theorem 6.3.6 and Lemma 1.2.2 immediately imply:
Corollary 6.3.7. Let the assumptions and notation be as in Theorem 6.3.6. Then the set of auto-
morphic points of level essentially prime to p in SpecRuniv is Zariski dense. If Leopoldt’s conjecture
holds for F and p, then the set of automorphic points of level essentially prime to p in SpecRuniv is
Zariski dense.
Remark 6.3.8. Even if Leopoldt’s conjecture holds for F and p, it is necessary to use automorphic
points of level essentially prime to p, i.e. it is not in general true that the automorphic points of pime
to p level are Zariski dense in SpecRuniv. Indeed, let Γ be the maximal pro-p abelian quotient of GF,S ,
and let Γtor denote its torsion subgroup. Then O[[Γ]] is the universal deformation ring for lifts of det ρ,
and taking determinants yields a CNLO-algebra map O[[Γ]] → Runiv that takes crystalline points of
SpecRuniv to crystalline points of SpecO[[Γ]]. Applying Lemma 6.1.2 with µ equal to the Teichmu¨ller
lift of det ρ, we see that det ρuniv is the universal deformation of det ρ, from which it follows that the
map SpecRuniv → SpecO[[Γ]] is surjective. Hence, if the crystalline points are dense in SpecRuniv,
they will be dense in SpecO[[Γ]], which isn’t true in general. For example, say there are two places v
and w above p in F such that Fv and Fw both contain a primitive pth root of unity. The natural map
µp(OFv )× µp(OFw) −→ Γtor
coming from class field theory is injective (F is totally real and p > 2), so we can find a character
θ : Γtor → O× (extending O if necessary) that is trivial on µp(OFv ) but not on µp(OFw). This
character θ determines an irreducible component of SpecO[[Γ]], and any point on this component
yields a character whose restriction to Γtor equals θ. But since F is totally real, any crystalline
character of GF,S is of the form φ
m for some m ∈ Z and a finite order character φ that is unramified
at all places above p. In particular a crystalline character of GF,S is trivial on µp(OFv ) if and only if
it is trivial on µp(OFw).
Remark 6.3.9. We now compare Theorem 6.3.6 with the previous results [Bo¨c01] and [Eme11, Theo-
rem 1.2.3] for F = Q. We will temporarily use homological normalizations (i.e. uniformizers correspond
to arithmetic Frobenii and Hodge–Tate weights are normalized so that  has Hodge–Tate weight 1) for
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the Galois representations associated to modular forms, as this is more common in the literature we
quote.
First, we claim that assumption (b) always holds for absolutely irreducible odd ρ when F = Q.
Indeed, there is m ∈ Z such that ρ⊗ m has Serre weight k ∈ [2, p+ 1]. By the strong form of Serre’s
conjecture, there is cuspform f of level prime to p and (classical) weight k such that ρf,ι
∼= ρ⊗ m. If
k ≤ p, then ρf,ι|Gp is potentially diagonalizable by [GL14, Theorem 3.0.3]. If k = p+ 1, then ρf,ι|Ip is
an extension of the trivial character by the cyclotomic character, and [KW09b, Lemma 3.5] implies that
ρf,ι is ordinary crystalline, hence potentially diagonalizable by [BLGGT14, Lemma 1.4.3]. Applying the
twist (|·|A ◦ det)m to the regular algebraic cuspidal automorphic representation of GL2(AQ) generated
by f yields a regular algebraic cuspidal automorphic representation pi satisfying assumption (b) of
Theorem 6.3.6.
Secondly, the assumption that H0(Gv, ad
0(ρ)(1)) = 0 is easily checked to be equivalent to the
following (extending scalars if necessary):
– ρ|Gv 6∼= χ⊗
(
1 ∗

)
for any character χ : Gv → F×, and
– if [Fv(ζp) : Fv] = 2, then ρ is not isomorphic to the induction of a character θ : GFv(ζp) → F×.
In particular, Theorem 6.3.6 removes the assumption from [Bo¨c01] and [Eme11, Theorem 1.2.3] re-
quiring the semisimplification of ρ|Gp to be nonscalar.
However there is one situation covered by [Bo¨c01] and [Eme11, Theorem 1.2.3] that we do not treat
here, namely if p = 3 and the projective image of ρ|GF (ζ3) is conjugate to PSL2(F3). By [BLGG13a,
Proposition 6.5], if p > 2 and ρ|GF (ζp) acts absolutely irreducibly but does not have adequate image,
then either
– p = 3 and the projective image of ρ|GF (ζ3) is conjugate to PSL2(F3), or
– p = 5 and the projective image of ρ|GF (ζ5) is conjugate to PSL2(F5).
The latter case does not occur when det ρ is totally odd and p = 5 is unramified in F . It would
be possible to treat the former case using the main ideas in this article and GL2-automorphy lifting
theorems, but this would also require proving Theorem 6.1.6 using GL2-patching, instead of quoting
[All15, Theorem B], so we do not pursue it here.
6.4. An example. We finish by using an example due to Serre (see [Rib, §2]) to illustrate the sub-
tleties, in particular the failure of Lemma 1.1.2, that can occur when Rloc is not regular. We again
use homological normalizations (i.e. uniformizers correspond to arithmetic Frobenii and Hodge–Tate
weights are normalized so that  has Hodge–Tate weight 1) for the Galois representations associated
to modular forms, to be consistent with the literature we quote.
There is a newform f of weight 2 and level Γ1(13), with q-expansion (see [LMFDB])
(1) f(q) = q + (−ζ6 − 1)q2 + (2ζ6 − 2)q3 + ζ6q4 + (−2ζ6 + 1)q5 + · · · ,
where ζ6 = e
2pii
6 . The coefficient field of f is Q(
√−3), and the nebentypus of f is the character
(Z/13Z)× → Q(√−3)× given by 2 7→ ζ6. Further, f and its conjugate are a basis for S2(Γ1(13)).
We take E = Q3(
√−3), and let
ρf : GQ,{3,13} −→ GL2(E)
denote the (
√−3)-adic representation attached to f , and let
ρf : GQ,{3,13} −→ GL2(F3)
be the residual representation. The residual representation ρ is absolutely irreducible, however its
restriction to GQ(ζ3) has abelian image. In particular, H
0(G3, ad
0(ρ)(1)) 6= 0.
Let µ : GQ,{3,13} → O× be the continuous character such that µ−1 is the quadratic character
of Gal(Q(
√
13)/Q). Then det ρf = µ, the reduction of µ modulo mO. Let Rµ be the universal
determinant µ deformation ring for ρ. Every irreducible component of SpecRµ has dimension at least 3
by Proposition 6.1.4. LetRloc = R,µ3 . By Proposition 2.1.3 and the local Euler–Poincare´ characteristic
formula, dimRloc ≥ 7. We fix a lift in the class of the universal determinant µ deformation of ρ, hence
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a CNLO-algebra morphism Rloc → Rµ. Note that ρf |G3 is crystalline with Hodge–Tate weights
{0, 1}, and det ρf |I3 = µ|I3 . So twisting ρf |G3 by an unramified character, if necessary, we see that
R
(0,0),cr,µ
3 6= 0. We let X loc = SpecR(0,0),cr,µ3 ⊂ SpecRloc, so dimX loc = 5 by Corollary 3.3.3. In
particular, for any irreducible component C of SpecRµ, we have
dim C + dimX loc − dimRloc ≥ 1.
But, letting X = X loc×SpecRloc SpecRµ, we claim there is an irreducible component C of SpecRµ such
that
C ∩ (X ⊗O E) = ∅.
(However, the justification below does show that a different choice of X loc yields a nontrivial intersec-
tion with C.)
To see this, first note that by a version of Carayol’s Lemma [Dia, Lemma 2.1], there is a modular lift
ρg of ρf with g ∈ S2(Γ1(9·13)) and det ρg = µ. By local global compatibility, we have ρg|I13 = µ|I13⊕1.
Let C be an irreducible component of SpecRµ containing the point induced by ρg. Under the map
R13 → Rµ, the image of C in SpecR13 is contained in some characteristic 0 irreducible component of
SpecR13. Inertial types are locally constant on SpecR

13[1/p] (see [Gee11, §2]), so we deduce that for
any Qp-point x on C, the semisimplification of ρx|I13 is isomorphic to µ|I13 ⊕ 1. Since µ|I13 6= 1, we
further conclude that ρx|I13 ∼= µ|I13 ⊕ 1.
Now assume that C ∩ (X ⊗O E) 6= 0, and choose a Qp-point x in this intersection. Then ρx
is unramfied outside of {3, 13,∞}, is crystalline at 3 with Hodge–Tate weights {0, 1}, and ρx|I13 ∼=
µ|I13 ⊕ 1. The q-expansion (1) shows f is 3-ordinary, so
ρf |G3 ∼=
(
χ1 ∗
χ2
)
,
with χ2 unramified and χ1|I3 = |I3 . Using [KW09b, Lemma 3.5], we see that ρx is also ordinary, and
since ρf is 3-distinguished, we can apply [SW01, Theorem in §1] to conclude that ρx is modular. But by
local global compatibility, it must arrise from an eigenform in S2(Γ1(13)) with a quadratic nebentypus.
This is a contradiction as S2(Γ1(13)) is spanned by f and its conjugate, and the nebentypus of f has
order 6.
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